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MORE MEMBEb IS A FRENCH
"REDS" SLAY MINERS CLASH BE 10CRATS TO LEGISLATIVE
MANY OFFICIALS IN PENNSYVANIA ,FIGHT AFTER ALL OIRISHICTING TO QUIT COUNCIL WM AT HAND?
ACCUSED OF AT- HARMONY DESIRED FOR BRYNEW CARNIVAL OF TERROR- J UNION MEN
AN'S SAKE DISAPPEARS
TACKING NON-UNION
ISM SWEEPS OVER CITIES
IN CONTESTS.
OF RUSSIA. •

BOMBS FATALLY
USED BY FIENDS

The

cvg

DECLARED INVALID BY THIS WILL ADD TO THE REFTUBLIC FACING A CRIESIE
IN ITS EXISTENCE IT
PLACES TO FILL IN
'. JUDGE GALLOWAY
OF BUTLER.

•
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for The Additional "Quitters" Are NameThough Fusion Effected With Populists Appeal to Be Prepared at Once
less Now, but They Are Down
September Term of Appellate
When Hope of Coalescing
Alarming. Was Not Very
to Resign,
Court..
Seemed Flown.
Serious in Extent.
Unexpected

Attack,

POPE'S STAND IN
CHURCH MIT CAUSE

The Reg.ster gets it from a most GOVERNMENT WILL 'HAVE
Morgantown, Ky., Aug. 16.—At a
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. t6.—"The harOUTBREAK SEEMS RESULT OF
Pittsburg, August t6.—As the re
TO DEFINE ITS DETERMcircuit
tellable source that several more
was special term of fthe Butler
milt of a tight last night at Butler mony for Bryan's sake," which
EXECUTED PLAN BY THE
the
council
try
of
s
the
present
to
ay
member
yesterd
the
court held here
INED COURSE.
Junction, Pa., between union and non- hoped for at the beginning of
dis- case of F. A .Anderson against S. M. boards will resign ere the NovemREVOLUTIONISTS.
union Miners. Stef Reaway, a non- state democratic convention here,
morning, Ragland and others, Judge J. M. Gal- ber election, they being thoroughly
twionist, was fatally stabbed and appeared at 5 o'clock this
, the loway granted a perpetual injunction tired of their positions in public Division Among the People and the
t
session
all-nigh
an
after
when,
Steven Mosely is m'ssing and is supchairman matters and willing to return to the
Poland Is Storm Center and Streets laised to have been killed. Twenty- democrats of Nebraska adjourned un- enjoisiag the defendant as
tee people the offices which they no
Press Upon the Questioa Is
commit
county
holdican
of
'Republ
the
the
purpose
for
of
7
tive others were more or less serious- til o'clock
of Warsaw Are Made to Rua
from
on,
fill.
to
Edmons
ts
longer care
of Ohio, Butler and
ing a conference with the populis
Growing ()minions.
:y hurt.
These members are free to acknowthe offices on holding a primary for the selection of
With Man's Blood.
About three weeks ago the mines regarding some of
two conventions might a candidate for rspresentative in the ledge to close friends that they are
ef the Freeport Coal company were wihch the
said Counties composing the new leg- willing to be"quitters,"for various rea•
Paris, Aug. 16.--It is practically
changed from union to non-union. At fine.
W.
George
after
came
action
rniThis
islative district created by the last sons, but more particular because they agreed by the French press that the
g„
St. Peterbburgt fAus
that time an outbreak was appres
housee bill ai6.-k are tired of being draggedaboutbythe
Ind of terrorism las suddenly been hended, and the Sheriff and deputy Berge. the favorite of the populist legislature under
late publication of the pope's end declaring the noses, which admission is most signi- .
by
f
rendere
was
defieatec
nt
been
had
,
r
Judgme
governo
for
ion
_revolut
launched in Russia by the
cyc:ical to. the archbishops and bissheriffs were notified to be in readiion, and after act unconstitutional and an appeal ficant, and say they will certainly do
Wt. In accordance, apparently, with ness, but there was no trouble. The the democratic convent
Lops of France prescribing the r attid
prepare
nomination was granted, which will be
the square th ng by themselves and tude with regard to the church and
a reconcerted plan attacks are made non-union men went into the mines Berge had declined the
ber
Geptein
coming
s.
popillist
the
at onte for
by the
get out of the boards,
Kin officials and pciice 'in dozens of white the union miners remained in tendered him
state separation law means a religious
P
term of the court of appeals.
The Register is not free to give war. Althought one or two papers
•
-cities and scores have fallon v ctims the vicinity.
Democrats Named.
.
Du
George
rs
and
'Holt
resigne
Judges W. M.
names of these would-be
-of the bombs and revolvers of the
little
The democratic portion of the state
treat the situation as but
Only Threats.
4
Relic, of Louisville, were present and but tile public will soon know them.
•
iee
follows
arthorit
is
as
reds.
the
e severe trials
ticket
,
time
perceiv
others
changed
From hive to
dethe
and
f
will
plaintif
represented the
They ,are down to resign and
For Governor—Ashton C. ShallenThe center of the movement seems were informed that threats had been
for the climech anti possibly even evil
fendants were represnted by N. T. do so.
r,
howeve
,
'Echoes
but
Poland.
Alma.
in
of
berg,
to be
war. •
made to the non-union miners,
this
of
Willis,
V.
Howard and G.
-For Lieutenant Frovernor—Vfillians
wen; heard from Camara. Ufa, Yalta, until last night it did not pass the
The Petit Parisien considers the
place.
Kiev and even far-away Chita. where sage of tlweato.
.M. Green, of Creighton.
otuation unchanged ,but says that the
For Secretary of State—Carl R
Aating Chief of Police Gorpinchenko
future depends very largely upon the
During the evek,:ng about thirty
GIRLS WALK TO WIN CANDY
doorown
his
on
was slallti almost
decision of the bishops. Lhitil that is
non-union miners assembled at But- Giucer. of Weapon
For Treasurer—Frank C Babcoek
step.
no telting hew sharp a crisis may be
ler Junction and ware enjoying themThe revolutionist campa go flamed selves in a quid way, when they were of Meetings.
ri ached. Le filatin thinks that the
Covered in Fourteen
Miles
Forty
For Attorney General—L. I. About wOh especial virulence at War- artacked by the men- whom they had
pope sets the French government at
Hours by Wisconsin Misses.
bott. of Omaha.
saw. Tuesday whore over a score sapplanted at the mines.
definance" and believes that the reConference contraittees from the
were slain in the, streets and many
iistious crisis 'instead of being brought
The union miners were in super &
Among the numbers and made short work of the two conventions met at g o'clock this
SIGN OF FINISH FIGHT ON to an end by the encycleal is but
more were wonoded.
a
16—On
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La CroSse, Wis..
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situation.
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Policemen Are Massacred.
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have dropped hinte of a scheme of cation of the law and believes that
on the police station of the Volsh Junction. where they arrested eleven ticket. the populists having been
significance than appears on by striking at the chard itself the
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precinct in Warsaw, where a serge- suspects. Two of these escaped permitted to name the following;
*f plans to defend repre- pope has crowned. hopes of the
surface
tie
$51, two patrolmen and a soldier while en route to 'Pittsburg and the 7tfiFzen. AndItor—J S Canady, of DEMOCRTIC EXECUTIVE COM- sentative,
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were wounded.
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labor
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The Eclair perceived civil war and
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Lincoln.
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MEETS TO NAME1
POLL OFFICERS

BABE FLETCHER
HELP TO ANSWER

L.
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a
drawback. Belvidere did- very well as
a arogeseitor of speed.
It wag only as a sort of last hope
that the late Capt. S. S. Itrown mated
his brood mare Satli• of N.avarre with
Belvidere. The mare, while one of
The Right Rev. William George St. Catherine streets, and has proved
the best bred in the country, had not
keen a great success in this stud and McCloskey, bishop of the Catholic satisfactory so far to the congregaOUT OF 13o ELIGIBLES ONLY Capt. Brown regarded her so poorly clocese of 1,ouisville, has issued two tion. The sacred congregation at
that he only consented to have her important oeders in the communi- Rome sent the Dominican fathers. a
FIFTIEIEN ARE LIKELY TO
sent to Belvidlere after much coaxing cants wh:ch will become effective tetter of thanks for carrying out the
GO TO THE POST.
on the part of a friend who is a close August 19. The first order is in re- order so soon. The Archbishop of
student of blood lines in th• thorough- gard to the probibitiori of solos in New York issued an order some time
bred, and who thought that the met- church worship and the substituting ago simlar to the one just issued by
Keene's Candidates Grimaldi and jig of these two horses would pro- altogether in its 'stead of choral Bishop McCloskey, and now all the
duce speed. But in spite of his music, or what is 'In accordance with choirs in New York are using the
Pope Joan—Salvidere 'elfriend's coaxing, Capt. grown refused the orders of Pope Pius J. The sec- Gregorian chant. No solos are per.
Co nominate Sallie of Navarre in the ond order of Bishop McCloskey is in in.tted.
igible for the Big Race.
Pluturity, and that is why Salvidere is regard to the instruction of the young
The order ifiregard to instructions
isaeligible for the* big event.
from the catechism.
to the young !',-orn the catechism will
The order in regard to ineructions give the pr'ests and teacb;rs of the
Saratoga, Aug. 16.—With the FuTHE REAPER'S HARVEST.
regard to the substituting of the er.ocese a little more work. The order
turity only three week away, horsechoral mue:c for what is termed pro- of the Bishop is as follows:
men are talking regarding the chances
Several Deaths is Fultito and that fane music, Will create no little comof the candidates for that richest stake
"In accordance with the Encyclical
ment in the musical circles of Louis- of H'is Ho'inms, Pope Pills X., it is
in America. From the present outville. The Catholic choirs of this city ordered that on Sunday, August 19,_
7ook not more than ifteen horses will
go t• the post ,altflough 130 are in
Fut km" Ky.. Ang.
J. M have been noted for their elaborate and one evely Sunday, none ax epted.
the eligible list.
Cathey. one of the pioneer citizens solo s'nging, and many Louisville all parish prests. and generally speakThe stake will be woath $50,000 this of fulton. was found dead in bed at peoplt'attend the services on account ieg. all those who have the care of
year.
2:30 o'clock this morning. His wife of the excellent music. In giving the souls, shall throughout the year, with
The reaeon so few will go to the who was seeeping in an adjoining order to do away with profane sing- the text of the catechisir instruct, for
post is that the crop of youngsters room, got up at the above hour and ing altogether the Pope left it dis- one hour, the young of both FeYeS in
this season has panned out only in- entered her husband's_ room to see if cretionary with the bishops to say wh atthey must believe and do to be
differently well in regard to quality. he wonted anything. After rearrang- when the order should go into effect'sa ved."
With one or two exceptions the ing the bed cover Mrs. Cathey starttheir respective dioceses, but he
orders that
Bishop McCloskey
youngsters that are eligible are a poor ed to leave the room. As she turned expressed the desire that it be done these instructions be given every Sunlat. It is a remarkable fact that the away the lamplight fell full upon Mr. as soon as possible.
day afternoon from 2:30 until 373o
beat colt and the best filly that have Cathey's face and disclosed the fact
Bishop McCloskey is one of tht o'clock .unless otherwise
ordered
been shown in public to datae—Salvi- that he was dead.
Mrs. Cathey few bishops `in the United States to Cathorc children also
he comdere and Court Dress—are ineligible. called her son and the two made a carry out the Pope's orders. The pelled to attend Sunday-school more
The former was not nominated this hasty examination, which confirmed others are waiting until they can re- regularly than heretofore.
year b. the late Capt. S. S. Brown, their fears.. M. Cathey had been in place the young women singers with
and James R. Keene, for some un- poor health for more than a year, be- boys and men. The substitution of
More than one-fifth of the Jews
accittortable reason ,failed to enter ing afflicted with Iropsy. Since Mon- boys for girls in the choirs will be
in 'Russia hove Within the last five
the dawn of the latter.
day he lead been unable to leave his done in Louisville.
Pope's years changed their places of reeiThe
The winner, whichever it may he room. His death, though not entirely
order in regard to sacred music has disnce. meetly by inamigration.
therefore. will not be a champion in unexpected, was a great blow to the
The boacoestrictor has 320 pairs
been in effect for several months in
the full meaning of the word, and un- dead mon's family.
Dominican church. at Sxth and of ribs.
the
less some maiden that has not been
Mts. Joe Cashon. aged 74 years
shows develops unexpected speed this died Tuesday night at 8 o'clock at
year's futurity winner will be record- her home near Palmersville, Tenn,
ed in turf history as merely a second- She had been sick only about a week,
rater.
'AO her death was a great shock to
her family and many friends. Mrs
Keene Has a Good Chance.
Caahren was one of the oldest ani.
A close study of the chances of the beet-known ladies in -Weakley countyMrs. Jeff Parker, a well-known and
horses that are engaged for this big
classic reveal that James R. Keene highly respected lady, died Moniday
despite the fact that he failed to nom- at her home, three miles south of
inate Court Drees, has the best chance Dreaden.
to win. He has already won eleven etaloes with his two-year-olds, all BABE OF THE MYSTIC FEET
of which have been beaten with the
exception. of Court Dress and Salvi- Wherever It Steps Upon the Earth
Something Is Sure to Grow.
dere. but clever trainers who have
watcked the early morring spins of
Gallopolis, Tex.. Aug. 16.—Attenhis youngsters saw that his best
horses have not been seen in public tion of scientists has been attracted to
yet. These men say that in Grirnal- a wondefrul baby boy, the son of Mr.
di anif Pope Joan he has two young- and Mirs. Hatirehmorton grinkmyer
sters that are much faster than any who live on a farm a couple of mi!es
from Gallopolis..
he has sent to the post.
The remarkable feature of the baby
Both Grimaldi and Pope Joan have
showu sonic marvelous trials. The Is that wherever it place' it feet some
former has easily beaten Peter Pan. thing is sure to grow. While its parand the latter showed a five-furlong ents were teaching the child to walk
spin here recently that simply amazed in the open air they noticed the
those wh• were formulate enough to strange fact. The baby, holding a
see the trial. In the parlance of the cob of corn in its hand, was todelliel
track. "she simply hit the high along a path from a fence gate to the
spots." Several men timed her five door of the house. In a few days
furhengs a trifle better than so sec- young corn had sprouted wherever the
onds. She is credited by the stable baby's feet had touched ground.
Trying an experiment, the parents
as pe•swasing much more speed than
Court Dress. If she shows this in Kaye the child a cabbage leaf and
early /hours for fun. but fails to race walked it through a cabbage patch
tip t• expectations in the afternoon. where the crop had been a failure.
Now the patch has a splendid growth
she will nal beat her opponents ih
of fine green cabbage. Then it was
gallon
The tarn who seem to have the next tried on a barren wheat field. The
best chance tn win this big event are parents have now the finest field of
Thomas Hitchcock. Jr., and John F. wheat in the county.
Madam who own jointly Conville.
Simple Cure for Neuralgia.
Fantastic and Golf Ball. The first
(Indian Review.)
nownoet is the main reliance of Hitch'Mere is a simple method, of curing
code and Madden, and as that. youngliter will only carry 119 pounds he facial neuralgia, If the neuralgia is
has an excellent chance to land the in th• right side of the face the left
hand should be placed in a basin of
priee
Thr -other colts considered to have water as hot as can be borne. Or if.
the third beat chances are Water neuralgia is irl the left side of the face
Ng WPM G TRW
Pearl. jack Atkin, Kentucky Beau then the right hand abould be placed
and Yankee G rl. All the Eastern in the hot water. It is asserted that
•
racemeers are familiar with Water in this way relief may 'be obtained in
Vs
Pearl's
performances. His races less than five minutes. The explanaat times have been brilliant. and once tion k that the two nerves which
‘‘
.ft.11111
or twice poor. lie is a colt of great have the greatest number of tactile
speed and the weight. no matter how nerve endings are the fifth and- the
.64
e
large, ha. not stopped, him. But most median nerve. As dee fibers of these
•s
trainers regard him as a non-start-. two nerves cross any impulse conveyand predict that the six furlongs will ed to the left hand will affect the right
be a lonc ieurrrey for him to negoti- aisle of the face or if appl ed to the
ate, especially as he is asked to give right hand will affect the left side of
•
away many pounds to fast horses the face. This is on account of the
like Grimaldi, Pope Joan and Cos- crossing of the cords.
vale.
Jade Atkin will carry the hopes of Illecursien Ratter' Via. the. Southern
•
the Western contingent. He was a
Railway tram beisisville.
stable mate of Horace E. Both and
bred and owned by Barney Schreiber
Denver. Colorado Spenizs tad Piiof St. Louis. who sold Horace E. to Oslo. Col.-4t6oe. es male daily to
Roy- Rainey for $25.000. Schreiber has September
loth, with return lirnit of
always maintained that Atkie was Octoher 3t5t.
the better colt at a long distance. Tie
has turned his favorite over to Sam
Ashville, N. C.-415.95. •n sale
Nildreth to train, and that. developer daily the year rcinnel, good, returning
of steed le giving the youngster a within six !months.
special preparation for the big event.
1-brace E. a fast. but he will have to
Low. HPomeseekers Rates to many
ierproye very much on his one show- points in the southwest, west and
ing here to convince horsemen that he points in the mithteaet, west and
has a chance to win.
smithewst on first and third Tuesdays of each month, June to NavelsThe Probable Starters.
her inchtsive.
The colts amt /Thies that will prohFor additional information, tiekete
ahly start are Ballot, Corwile, Don etc., call on any agents of Ihe SouthEnrique. Electioneer. 'Horace E.. :jack ern Railway or address,
Atkin. Kentucky Beate McCarter.
J. P. LOGAtl, T. P. 'A.. ItteEast
Okenite. Peter Pan, Pope Joan. Wa- Main street, I.exingtion. Ky.
ter Pearl and Yanliee Gun.
C. M. WIN 0111111P(PRII. le. P. A.
Salvidere. the present champion 234 Fanelli avenue, Limisville, Ky.
two-year-eld. is a son of Belvidere, a
J. C. MOON, JR., A. G. P. A., St
horse owned by James F. Galway. Louis, Mo.
Relivdere has never been rewarded ;is
If you class keep sweet in a world
utrictly high cless, although he has
I where .sielishetess is turning anew pour,
sired many fair race horses. Mi..
way only littel a few mares, and the,r yuu are geeing more toward its en- 14! PROADWAY, NEW YODEL
\
strain of bided was hardly suitailt for riching than ail the silver mines of
4•Inevaii,
MARI AND
a* the ages.---relticage Tribune.
him tet mate with. Cossidering

FUTURITY IS
WORTH $50,000

Solos Prohibited in All
Services By:Bishop McClosky

BbSINESS COLLEGE
No *mein taught but actual bun/legs from the start Thorough
commis in lsookkeepiog, shorthand, touch-typewriting, peameanship, mar.
respondence, myelin, cemmercial law, basking, arithmetic, grammar, etc.
Cal or write for beautiful new catalog.

PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BNS1NES3 COLLEGE

306 BROADWAY
The Only Licessed

.Michael Pawnbroker

t

MONEY LOMESD ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWIWT
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Bay r's Siverweare, such as Waives
SPoono, Tea Sees, etc BARGAINS in Idigh Grad. IN!staises--Llanaitan
price.
and Bak B. W. Raymond—one
- Jilt rectehrod, nice lot of Bramtle Is, odd saes and 6-size Watches.. se
seats,on dollars for tea dews.
aem BROADWAY.
Delet fonget die rime.
Neat to Lang's drug More.

tame

WINDOW
PHANE...
ThoModern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TG t
THE PINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE ATM-MD TO ANY WINDOW Of I '‘
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASINQ

Have You
Started?

y

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank,

227 Broadway

6[1. MOM

YOUR CORRESPONIENEt

AND AGRSZAABLE MUDS
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATli
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THEI
MOST IIDAVTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DA''
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.

C. C. Lee, 315 Boy

Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCL[CO
Remember this is eke cheeriest house in town on Bicyles and everything for leimeles. Parts fusassithed for any make of wheel.
Egged
mathisists in oar remit shop. Al s- m4r guaranteed.

Don Gilberto

4

TIE TALKING MAMIE MAN OF PADUCAH.

\*
fF
-

•

"NM
MINN

4. Saves 25 per cent. of the Oporater's
Time which is your tinte.

Ulderwood JypewriterfiCo.,
yr.

comas mum.

111111mens—,....

.I

Nest to Keatacky Theatre ea North Fifth street they can s are yea
gainer, and take your eld wheel in enehange. WE WANT AN UN
ENSIINSIO NIPINIER OF SECOND NANO BICYCLES.

••
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14

e
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As we are in the midst el hat waa•her and sleeping is a torWee at the present time, and these beoud nueonlights we have
at present. Come one coolie aU .and hear his mine at 606 S. 4th.
st, preduced by the only tailing maglefen„ not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor sail the Zitkone talbing machines
the poor as well as the
from Si• t. Sim put within the reats
wealthy. Renumber that these ritathises aro the

Loading Machine 4 the World
goisoiiiberiri !
auras foemde are gin. 35c, ro in. 6oc. 12 in.
$1.m.
We have high glass operatic regorls from $1.00, $2.00.
Addt.00,
ena
*4.oe, *sac All tke latest leading opera singers from
Patti, Paraceila Saseriabrish, Centime and Seurat, and Gazorz and
"f a great many ether celebrated artists of this hind.. I will play any
' piece before purchasing it, is you ma see that it is perfect. .We
t don't sell •OC•1141 hand niesehiiitet or reettrds.. Every machine is
• guarazieeitd and eveay resoled is peallest and new. We don't give
diecettats nor cal% in PEINHIS. We earry a fall smelt of
needed* and we vrilt repair your Probe& metalline. at liberal
.. We will take pleasure in implehe hag the =imitating's ad yourliCtiphone.. I have soo new and latest sunalc freest ragtime to the
most oeleierated operas, tail treat the greatest bands both Ana.
'rim and Europe sad Oreiseetria pies«. Mr concerts will be
Ts4 iron 7 p. in. a0 z. p. as.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to nu pieces every stight. Sienimaber that you can buy
' the Victor saaelsine, It is no trouble bat a pleasure. We will ke
pleeneire in shelving you about either the Victor or Zon
ne
samithees, also owe of rocertis.
I remake your talking naaskise friend

I.

It
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IMILMUTO,
11,

ONE TAIIMEN•
forage it. SO S. 4

an

.4to IMPORTANT STEP
BY GOVERNMENT
r.

BIRTH OF WORLD CRANGICH

IN

ThE ecopiveL. orry.

Chicago Professor Places Date sato Workings et a New arawatirawsit ha
the liar Governmeet
Years Fou-ther Betegthe Young.

IRVING'S SAD MEMORY.
Slim

Mit Oasis interamead Meek
Timis at a Ilkosopmet fa
London.

50 CENTS INSTEAD OF $1.50
Three Books f9r the Price of One

,
Ainteag the 1111116y veoviia entertained TH. IIIA71111T AND 113111T COPY/tie/IT NO1/11111,.
Chicago,'Aug. 16.—Anthropologists
The writer was present a few weeks
leo
Sir
Ms
by
henry
dunes
Irving
and historians in the future will have ego when the Sint 114114501 etty was
The Men Between—Amelia E. Barr', greatest work, "A kiosk destined to
a new date upon wffich toreckonthelr organized in Boat°. by Wilsos L. Gill, meanly of the Isyceum wee Mark
Male the ciercial anal fastaiisso;sie world to it.- fituailatinair."—Chicago
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF
researches. The pew date for the the inventor and founder of the eye- Twain. Frying gee° him a band:met is
THE OHIO TO FIND
'tea' met charrn-n; rename.
l usL(.aohr Ivelyn—Mlarc Fe
birth of the history of civilization wilt teat, writes Freak Fearsome, ha Celt. the greanreone after a performance 42114 ITrhie
night, with a distinguished company
the whole leek. A ekciitz'og reenallie and 1-,:tf her
"Not
Jail
a
girls
is
taffo
all
tory.
just
There
pupils,
were
700
C,
henceforth
be
B.
4241
WATER.
PURER
Wetbet
tink
&mg
mystic y."—New
years further back than -has ever of the grammar grades. They wore present, says the Brooklya Oltisen
When Sir Irving arose to propose the The Ilea in the lhaltis—Rehert Bar're megsaifinent civil,
been used before. Prof. James Henry delighted with the plink voted anasigusto's health, the hutnortst's name ea
"Fat and awe.
, the best worts •f Ibis talented anther."—St. Lon:.
Breasten of the University of Chicago mouldy and enthusiastically to adopt 'aped hist
eonspiensiy and the remit
'The Search Will Be Mad. for
the
golden
Rai.
the
as
tendamentell
is authority for this change. In an
was something like this, but the rendaarticle on the "Oldlest Fixed Date iu law it their mime' city, supplemented er must imagine the high'and nasal
Water Bearing Strata Thought
Remember, the felines et' she alorre books is kinked They can be had
Lb
din
with
agaiast
various
provienese
History," which appeared in the Autones of the abater:
only at oar store and they are the regular $1.9a books.
To Exist.
gust number of the Biblcal World. order, deetructioa or Injury of prop"Cleatlemes—I rim to pertorum a
erty,
rudeness,
profanity,
unkladness,
just front the press, the Egyptian estvery agreeable duty—a meat important
prorer avows by a somewhat compli- ete., and showed rersarlable Elsa.. and piesearable honor (mental IMES:
' The latest information from Wash- cated line of reasoning that it was Non la the election of their Withers.
Is that name') We have with
The mayor was • lright-thoed girt 'What
iagton is to the effect that the gov- quite possible to push the date over
to-might
us
as out guest the most din
ernment is to undertake the work of Tao° years. 'bringing it into the first Lit twelve and a haN years. Whea thiXhishmi of our mismataiots from
whin
asked,
shortly
election,
the
alter
cooking
for
water
supplying better
epoch of Egyptian history, the old it meant to her to he mayor of Hew aeries the water (I'd give tenbrait's
,..,ea-r•vir%11 7reNIZE
RIM other purposes. A survey of the
ll"
°1. 7.1
receipts, if I could think who tho devil E
kin/adorn'.
ooca souaol, she rats: "It mama to
locates bordering on the Ohio river is
and
man
two
be
all
is)—a
you
whom
deatl
of
"The Eg;yptian method
Ilto be wade with the view of disclosing reckoning begins with 2445 W C. and see that every girl is orderly, dean love. (Hal ha!)—a WW2 whose genial
and good. It means that they must
stratas.
the various water-bearing
can carry us back through the old have good conduct. They must be humor, whose delicate eatiso
carif
one,
and
trapital
a—
is
idea
The
kingdom Which began Aith the third clean and neat la their dress and amused and entertained two hemisat I, tied out will necessariy redound to dynasty, nearly aboo years before habita. They must keep the school- pheres ('Drat my memory!')—a man
whoee name is a household word
the best interest of the people. A Christ, and thence into the recently
rooms and the school yard neat. And wherever the
English language is spatBoonville, Ind, telegram says:
whizh
dynasties',
discovered first two
they must be kind to everybody."
en ('except to me!')—a man In a weed
"Uhited States Senator James A are thus shown to have begun about
"What is a great task. Aren't you who is
the laughing link which MAAS
tiemenway has received a letter from 340o B. C. In the use of this date afraid of it?"
ngland
and America clew than any
department
surveying
geological
the
fel the beginning off the dynastic
The answer was prompt and clear:
at Washington saying that a survey kings of Egypt we should always rec- "No, for I think they are all good International treaty can do. I propose
•
the health—,f—isf this man—I propose
of the ground waters lying north of ollect that we carry back with us the citizens."
the health—of—this man—I propose
the Ohio and between Pennsylvania uncertainty involved in the unsettled
"I
Mary Thin, the judge, said:
the
health of--of—(in a sudden burst
be
soon
will
rivers
and the Wabash
length of the Heracleopolitan period shall warn eitiamas who cloa't behave, of nienenioak discovery)—of flazanci
made and' the senator was asked con- (ninth and tenth dynastics.)
and it that does no good I shall pun- Mark Twala!"
cerning any information he might be
ish them. They must behave."
Which is on a par with fin lit wry
able to give them The surveying inThe whole discipline of the echo°, memorable reference to a homer
ACQUITTED OF CHARGE.
fee
search
a
vestigation will include
Li put into the hands of the pupils American eomedian as "our Urns
various water-bearing strata beneath Murder Case Disposed of in the Cal- The teachers give linemen's. and friend, Nato Goodwin."
advice when it is needed, and the at.
the surface a* to certain depths at
Wean, responsibility and authority am
loway Circuit Court.
which they occur.
always with then. Bat the Students WAS LOADED FOR WITCHES
"It is a known fart that the waters
11:21TA•e.. WESTERN KENTUCKY PARKR SAS.
Murray, Ky., Aug. 16.—Hatrunett make laws and really govern them Soldier of Anatomist Bate .1Uvistys
between the included territory is rich
LY
PAYMENTLOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 111117111tN
resource's,
author
an
is
there
abiuntigh
selves,
valuable
in
Purdom, who killed Buford' Jones
In 'minerals and
Used Slyer lballets M
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. AND PRICE aST
4
and the geological department asaa a difficulty at Dexter about a year Ity above them, just as a grown-u3
moot Thera.
MERL TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR :T.
Senator Hemenway to direct them to ago, was acquitted of the charge of ettv governs itself, although the legit
the best places in this section where voluntary manslaughter in the cir- latnre may at any tine revoke its
In witchcraft love silver seems to
ritc,
W.
*°••41tikoh.
Investigations should be made, and cuit court here Tuesday. Owing to charter,
have been orealta4 with great poorer
seit-gev.
is
real
there
more
In fact,
4
they expect him to co-operate with the wide acquaintance of both parto disperse evil spirits, says the Phil.
them in connection with their work ties the cage attracted much attention eminent in these school *Rim thaw adelpida Record. In an obi book on
hi most of our large cities. Teo the subject one reads of a "valliant
The department will send him letters and the trial was largely attended.
ie no apathy in the school city, Botddier who liaA skill in Necsomancr." +Mi-44
there
siirvvy
the
to
now and then in regard
Crit Farmer, who lives about four
4 as the work proceeda-and the people miles southwest of town, lost his no May-at-home vote, no political ma. and who always mood "sliver bullets
chine or boss.
to shoot away the witches.' The evihere think that the survey of the home and nearly all the contents by
There is no graft la the school city, demos of suck superstition are brought
waters will prove very beneficial to fire last Friday nigiht at about 9:30
ao boodle on the soliaidi. no "ander.
the %tate
o'clock. It caught from a lamp in an standing" between the poi** and directly to the modern eye through the
discovery made by a Pennsylvania
"The water which is secured from upstairs room.
wroagdoers. The ten-year-old Judi*
Bennie Cinrimins was given a judg- and the twelve-year-old mayor are ab- farmer.
the Ohio river is aaicl to be disagreeMr. Veddermati is interested in cu
able for drinking purposes and the ob- ment against Jamie Gilbert in the iielittely isoorruptibie. Habits of good
nom,
and purchaeed recently an old
to
ject of the ground water survey is
circuit court last week for $250 dam- citiseaship are formed while the mind
M a bruthouse sale. Proem its
idiscover water-bearing strata, not ages, growing out of the alledged hold Is plastic, open to the full foroe ot musket
the weapon antedates the
appearaste
also
only for drinking purposes. but
up which occurred several months coonsid•ratioui of right and jostles and revolutims. It was ht a deplorable
the
a
well
as
utilities,
business
for
ago.
free from ooinan,ercial motives and state of rust, and la cleaning it the
-oyster which is muddy at times. is
ether inetutnoss that in later life so new owner discovered that It was
almost unfit for factory purposes.
ADMIT FRAUD.
often interfere with the duties of tomtit
clogging the boilers and making it
eitizeaship. The love of liberty is
Me carefully withdrew the charge,
necessary for weekly cleanings. Good Corporation Employes Testify in Cor- streagthened and ennobled by recog- and to is surprise found Instead at
would
/ clear water from the rocks
nition of the sights of others and the bullets two silver shillings, dated 1751,
rupt Election Case at Denver.
necessity of mutual limitations for the tightly wadded with leaves of a Bak
--make an ideal factory supply and the
survey will also attempt to find such
Denver, Col., Aug. 16.—The inves- public good. Respect for law and au- of IIIICSC4t print. Beneath the mins
•
places in this section of Indiana and tigation into the alleged fraud by thority is developed. The SEKUND of woo a sit.sal lock of hair and a piece
the southern part of Ohio. It is which the utility corporationusecured Justin, is strengthened and the judicial of paper containing an illegible quo.
known that salt exists in Ohio, and twenty-year franchiae• at the May attitude of mind is cultivated.
tics. • The gunpowder was coarse and fltSUBEWITRl
The results have been excellent in andoubtedly of colonial manufacture
this important prodiuct may be dis- election developed a sensational incicovered in large quantities when the dent Tuesday when Judge Ben B every way. Lsoth conduit and schol- The whole look, very much like a
alculated to demolsurveys are made They will first he Lindsey .angered at the defiant atti- arship are greatly improved. Dieobn charmed charge, ,
the roots. Pub- ish some weird r.kiy of the broommade 'n Indiana "
tude of witnesses, administered a diem. is pulled up by
ranges itself on the side stick.
stinging rebuke to the corporation lic sentiment
the public make* the
when
law
of
RATTLESNAKE DEN ON FARM counsel and then ordered the district lam. A breach of order is no longer
witnesses
HUNTERS CARRYING DEER.
two
prosecute
attorney to
regarded as a deBance of an alien gov
perjury.
for
Sale
Ready
s
Finds
Owner of Land
erament, but as an injury and an in brrangsment by Which the Task Is
106 Broadway
PhonesiOnke 385—Raddence16911
The district attorney responded at
to the community. Even the
silt
Rendered Comparatively
Crop.
for His Unique
once. Attorneya for the prosecution most disorderly ichoole have been ra
Nary:
declare. however,'that District Attor• f
conduct by the lastito
Hudson. Wis., Aug 16 —John L ney Stidgcr. like every other city and deceit to good
city.
school
the
of
tion
was
at
companion
set
tying the
My
Welter. who lives in the German set- county official, is in sympathy with
legs of the deer together, while I cut
tlement. will hereafter not depend ;he corpora.tion people and will do
down a birch sapling IMUM6 three loam
Breaking the Wail.
solely upon hogs, cattle, horses and nothing serious.
diameter and about: ten feet in length,
ia
severe
to
is
mountains
the
expects
in
Winter
sheep for income, but
At every opportunity again Wedwrites Joho Boyd, in Recreation.
make something out of rattlesnakes nesday Attorney Hersey for the cor- In its restrictions. Sledging and travel
•birek tree was choose because It is
In a certain place on his farm large porations took occasion to object to over the snow-banked trails are lim- else* and springy, and being tough
*eider
the
PADUCAH. KY
and ragged rocks are heaped In w,ld the acts of the county judge in trying ited lo bare necessity. Is
grained a lesser size can be used than 130 S. TIMM STREET:
confusion, partly hiddlen by trees and the fraud casts. his argument being seasons the trails are kept open by would he aoseatiary with soma other vaunderbrush. and this place Mr. Wel- that Judge Litt bey is proceeding shoveling and packing them down rieties, the extra weight of which count
When the runners sing intermitteat
?hat run-down, tired keine,/ is the
ter has named "rattlesnake den," he- without jurittUction. This is the atly in high, thin voices, the teamster, tor much on a long carry.
rattlewith
alive
fairly
is
it
rangy
This completed, the pole was pushed first symptom of MALARIA, take
titiode assumed by 'Henry L. Doherty with a belt tight around his overcoat
snake..
head of the gait eonwiany. who stated and ?looping his arms 'to keep warm, betweee the le, now tied together at
:.fo ale, and the head of the aniEarly in the spring; while they were in an interview yesterday at Lincoln fames his greatest hardships.
yl
But rthetwi
Stiff and weak with the cold. Mr that he had assurances that the su- when the heavy mows and rapid thaws mal secured by rope close up ta the carSt. Loon sae Teienessie River Packpole.
Ifloelter captured several snakes and preme court would upset everything of swing cone, teaming means a bat
realet eolopmey—the cheapest and bee
It is an advantage to get the animal in
sent their rattles to New York,
done i nthe present inquiry.
tie and a venture with a sudden
izing a neat stmi for them.
above as cempset• mass as poesIbte. for in goThree more employes of the gas termination
banging just
seectirvion out of Padireak.
The rattlers on Mr. Moelter'e farm company confesaed on the stand Thousands of tom of snow up the lag through dense bush every addlUonal
are large. meaattring from four to sia Wtschicadlay that they had' voted as mountain sides hang on a triggei foet of buries you have to peak and
name of branchee the The specc for all onalarta
him
feet in length They may he seen ;n taxpaying electors on bogus tax re- that can be sprung by the sigh of guide *rough the
the
will
on
it
be
harder
if
carriers;
and
openand
holes
the
beeps in among
ceipts furnished by the gas company. a breese or the rolling of a pine con* the body of the deer is well lashed to the cured °eller% Will sure you.
firi Fer the Roved Trip to
ings between the rocks and casnot This is a total of ten employes who and In summer many a barren slope pole mad as close unto it as
poesible the
and pile of rock and timber at the lees strain the.,
he approached with safety except by have so testified.
UU Twine,river & retare
will be when you get
Price so Cents Per Box.
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win into step in the open or when olimbing
persons armed with clubs and in
ter's night. Floundering, swearing ever
plates wound around their legs.
+ + + + + + + +
+ + + +
obstructions, getting up or down
is
and persevering opens the trail---e lit. hilts, or eroseiag streams oa a fallen
"Doc" F. Cawthorne, employed in
tle ranted thread of white iirom up tree. It is in such places that the pea'the Hudson studio, ventured to "ratKentucky Fair Dates. .
above, het a hard day's work for a Milano-11k* motion becomes a
tlesnake den" with his camera and
nuisance,
is a nip of pleasure, comfor
succeeded in taking two picttirea Mr. + ++++++++ + 01- + + + + + man.---Outing.
but which is readily overcome by soda&
serviee, good tabi
and rest; go
littoelter and another man acted as
that the animal is bound close to the errphotographer,,
English
Carious
Aleasheniee.
DRUG STORK.
good „mares, e4c. Ikaes leave each
111 bodyguard for the
rataa Ina*.
Kentucky State Fair.
The most curious almshouse la
planting blows on the heads of ratSeptember 17-25.
Wedne•day sod Saturday at 5 p. m
Seventh and Jackson It. Pbone say.
Reiland linioking Society.
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi.
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 days.
tlers that elovvreci fight.
Fos other Miormetion ego* to Jas
A rar ka meat of smokers while% was
chewer. There eight old ladles live
Pern'treek, August' 14-4 days.
likank L
Zoom, @raper ia m1'46'1111;
actually in the chnreh, which is a iine organised at Lasko'', in lioilasel, by a
Vasocelbiam, August 15-4
BIG PROFIT MADE.
Brews, meat
old building dating from 1680. It Was seeesty which galls Itself the VlaassaellColumbia. Attract 15-4 by,.
Sheptrerdiswitie, August 21-4 dirs. originally a monastery, but whom Ptipearoohers, his ended in the otoToledo Combine Bought Ice at ht.r5
Tiawrencebure Augott 21-4 dliYc Queen Ellaabeth came to visit there logy of one Trask Kos in the principal
a Ton and Sold It at St°.
she termed It into an almshouse, to contest Kos retanitahed a record of
Springfield, Amami 55-4 Jar*.
--•
endure as loag as ahnehouses exist kisses( his pipe alight for three hones
London. Anglin 2-4 da,y,
Toledo. Ohio, At?* r6.—The most
'Pb. old ladles have two neat little and seem minutes without asking for
Brodbeatt Auge.1 15-3 aar4.
interesting witness yesterday before
rooms each down the sides of the a assoad match. The second in thIs
LIMON, ORANIA, IMINIMME
It. Olivet. Attgoost 16-3 days.
Main ebureh, wItW windows looking eampoloalos was a man named Merthe Interstate Commerce Commission
Giveherie. August 23-3 days.
tens who kept hie slight for twit lows
Round trier to WANSVILLE AND
eat on the gurdea. They have each
was 71. P. Watters. one of the ownNicholasville, Atrgio4 26-1 days.
RIIITVRIN, resinous passage $4-00:
soil supply, a. kitchen range, with and Ili minutes, and the third was ono
ers of the Michigan Lake Tee ComAugueli 211-4 days
who
smoked
breidt
without
a
Bireyneet,
the
of
cbureb
end
one
At
sengas.
Waited ticket $5.ee meals and
men
ice
and
one
the
of
-"any. and
/Mt 11011111. OMR
Fiorenve. August 20-44 days.
Li the chapel, where daily services &NI Sot two %Well and three-quarters.
kora Melodist
tencecl. to the workhouse by Judge
Rainer. August 10-3 61'i
held. The choir Malls are beautifully
11Ciwkaid for conspiracy in restraint
tliralletistoyea, 1top1itharilir
Lesilea's Trading Nunn
carved old oak, the original seats that
Paris septenaber
BOUND rpm TO CAIRO, WIT
. of trade. Wtotters testified ahat he
ibirs
city of London, the matte Inman
The
churoh
The
used.
stands
monks
the
lakes.
Michigan
bought ice from the
Bardstown, Sepiteernber 5-4 aRY's
EMISMIFtRIMIMIND
Wilf3111
of ire en ever liege seek, without
wIsidh UM be* et bonmeedeigeddly
square.
Monticello. Sisptearber 11-4 eaysk to a quiet little
had %t carried to Toledo by the railPSSIBMPIPIIM or
?SAW.
SWAIM
toeseied
smd
bueraese
wholesale
don's
meals; Ie.ee with meals.
roads, and that he paid. this ypar
Glastrlow. Septemiter 12-4 days.
INIVIIIMP„ 13 1M118/11R.
Is done, is Ubely semi to suppress all
Last Addtvaaa.
Sehree. September th-5 &ye.
il1.15 a ton, freight included, As this
Good niesio ea all the boats. For
"This fist is he fearfully smell." Made of eireot Mediae.
Praintford, September 1a-4 453,41.
same ice was sold to the horrrea in
particular* see
trihee
:plicant. "Do you
Irendersoa, Sopotteimber
fORY% romplatned
'Toledo for $to a ton, under the com"Oehm"
Policeman.
think we could it enough breath in
Septt ember 26-4 days
bination. the testimony was of.. more
S. A. FOWLER, Bea. Pass. Agent
The Partakes municipal 01111nahnitese
live oar
PerAtOire. Septentlher 27-3 Jar. .. It to
fl/VEN FOWLES', City Pass
mem
receaely
than ordinary interest.
er
TIMM
London
who
AV,
BSYBNThANI1 11111,ADW
"0, yes!" said the agent. "It *
Oweemhore. October 2-5 days.
in the Sagitels 00.
nese pg.
sirweit
prksetmer
Agent
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TEE.
thoroughly previded with lisgegrallail
hfiayfield, October 3—days.
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Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133.
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L. L. BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency
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er offht Co.
9 Efing
Mattil
Undertakers and
Embalmers,

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

Excursion:
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BACON'S

Mineral Water
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The River
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corporation. He may have sold :r,
as he said leas than four months ago
that he owned some of the stock in
that corporation. He may have sold
it since that time.
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Boles arrived in the'city yesterday.
He stated. that the office of chief route
agent at St. Louis had been abolished,
and that as Mr. Abbott desired to go
back on the road and he desired to
come in, the change was made. 'BeSeems 5 and 6 Register Bsildfaa
ginIning Sept. 1, M. Abbott will re1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky..
turn to his former position as router 333
New 'Phone 490.
COMMISSION APPOINTED
agent of the company, with headl
handle
will
quarters at Paducah, and
POPE NOW READY WITH
part of the Mlissouri district. 'His SPECIALTIES:
REPORT.
jurisdiction will extend, from PrinoeAbetsacting of Titles,
ton to Fulton, Ky., from Fulton to
Insurance, Corporation and
to
Paducah
Wickliffe end from
Seal Estate Law.
Moses' Books Not Wholly Inspired Belleville, Ill. Mr. ,Abbott's many
but
him,
friends will regret to lose
Though So-Called Mosaic Scriphis health has_not been. the best, and
R. T. LIOHTFOOT.
ture Written by Him.
as soon as fie returns from his vacation he will be stationed at Pachecah,
LAINTAR.
•
"

"REDS" SLAY kND EXAMINATION
MANY OFFICERS OF PENTATEUCH

E. H. PURYEA R,
Attorney-at-Law

(Continued front Five Olio)
$50,000 Worth of Jewels in Wall of
JAMES E. WII/PIELM, President
World's Fair Building.
Treasurer
who was accompanied by another
JOHN WILPIBLAI,
Secretary
young lady, remarked; "They are as
ROBERT S. WILIIELM,
St. Louis, Aug. 16.—Acting under gay as if they had
captured Port
cabled from England, Arthur."
instroctions
Entered at the Postorice of Paulaemployed
laborer
a
O'Brien,
John
P.
Pedestrains hearing the remark reash, Ky., as secossi-clase mail matter.
in the wrecking of the world's Mir peated it and sptite a
crowd collected
alligator
$5.1, buildings,'Shiae unearthed an
and je.ned in the jeering. The comOne Year
yalaued at $so.2.$0 bag contnining jewels
Six Months
and mander of the cavalrymen sudden'y
Las coo ,which were stolen from Mr.
Three Months
wheeled his squadro and gave the
Devonis Mrs. P. Heery Clayton, of
One Week
command to charge with drawn
shire, Eng., duriag a visit to the Louwhips. Mlle. Smiroff and her comNew York, Aug. 16.—That Moses
isiana Purchase exposition two years
panion were pain- mid.
Anyone failing to receive this paper
They were. did write the sacred booke known as STORIES OF THE NOTABLES
ago.
regularly should report the matter en
The jewels were stolen from a forced to enter a cab and were driven the Pantateuch, but that they were
The late Oliver _Sumner Teal) durto the Guards' barracks.
The Register Office at once. TeleThe girl not wholly inspired, is the gist of the ing the enthusiastic campaign that
trunk and they were not missed until
phone Cumberland 318.
the ,Claytons had returned to England, was taken to the courtyard, where report of the Biblical commission ap- he conducted in New York in behalf
after a tour around the worldt They troopers in the presence of twc pointed by Pope Pius X, shortly after of woman suffrage attended one
had no means of knowing where the officers administered to her twenty• his accession to the papal throne. The night at a dinner given by a wornen's
•41F%-':: oi e
jewels vad been stolen. About a seven lashes w th their whips. The report has just been translated' un- club in his onor. Mr. Teall praised
elljeltesZi '''''
Ink :lee.
month ago a Hindoo servant who had girl's clothing was eta as if by knives der the direction of Dr. Grannan, of at this dinner theoready tact and the
been in their employ during their trip by the wire thongs of the whips and the Catholic university at Washing- resourcefulness of women.
with an incident
ton, who was the American member
"Let nie•
was fatally injured by an elephant in her flesh was horribly lacerated.
of the commission, and has been sent the quality of which I speak," he
India, and on his deathbed confessed
Thirty-Nine Killed,
to Biblical scholars throughout the said "A clergyman, a distant relaFor City Judge.
that 'he stole the jewels while in St.
Wiarsaw, Aug. r6.—It is now stated country. Several of them reached tive of mine. lives in the country
We are authorized to announce Louis.
His richest parishioner is a certain
He said that he became alarmed that dining yesterday's massacre thir- New York this week
D. A. CROSS
The fact that the commission., Mks. Dash Blank, a very influential
and, fearing detection, had dropped teen policemen, four police sergeants.
as a candidate for the office of City
them into a hole in the wall of the seven gendames and four soldiers while strongly upholding the Mosaic old ladyt but a great bore as well.
Judge of Padaacah; subject to the acmanufacturers' building. Later, he were killed and that eight policemen, authorship of the Pentateuch, has ad- Mrs. Dash Blank called at the rection of the Democratic Primary Eleewished, to secure the gems but two sergeants, two gendarmes and six mitted, that they are not wholly in- tory one afternoon. Mai cousin, busy
again
Son to be held Thursday, September
on returning to the place he had se- soldiers were wounded. The•soldiers spired, in the proper interpretation of in his study, kept out of her way
20.
creted them, could not reach the loot- in replying to the attacks on the po- 'the word, is considered an attitude Hle left to his good wife the tack
tarn of the space between the plaster lice with volley and charging the which. not many years ago, would of her entertainment. A couple of
Friday Morning, August z 7, 1906.
and the side of the building. Fearing crowds, killed thirteen men and two have created a sensation among the hours passed. Then my cousin heard
•
to awaken any inquiries, or ask as- women and severely wounded sev- conservatives of the Catholic church. fixoeteps in the hall, the closing of
Railway Lawyers.
sistance. 'the Hindoo departed from enty persons and slig'htly injured sev- This concession was made in answer the front door, silence. Glad to think
that his wife was relieved of her visA Washington dispatch says: The St. Louis with the Clayton', leaving entysfive. During the night shots to one of the doubts proposed for soitor he walked out on the landing
the lution of the commission.
the jewels in their hiding place. O'Bri- were heard in different parts.
interstate commerce commission is
The question as put to the com- and called upstairs.
en was generously rewarded and was city, but the casualties have not been
"'So that old, bore has gone atgetting weary of the efforts of the also employed by Mr. Clayton as his ascertained.
mission follows:
lawyers and railroad agents to prove personal attendant.
"Whether it can be conceded, with- last. hos she?' he ehoutedt
"The sweet, firm voice of his reFive Assassinations in Finland.
out prejudice to the Mosaic authenthat the railway rateibill is delusion
and tactful wife replied:
sourceful
+Plock, Russian Finland, Aug. t6.— ticity of the Pentateuch. that Moses
BEGINNING OF
and a snare.
yet dear. She has been gone
'Oh,
killed
policemen
Last
were
five
night
in
his
AWAKENING
work
le,
sources—that
:MORAL
Railroad agents and attorneys have
and two were wounded. The aseas- written documents or oral traditions— several hours. But dear Mrs. Dash
Blank is here now. I know you will
assembled at Atlantic City. The corn- Gov. Folk Thinks Reign of Lawless- sins escaped.
from which, to suit his special ptirwant to come up and speak to her.'
ose and under the influence of divine
ness Will Soon End.
mosien has been stirred up by the
Daring Anarchist Attack.
he selected. seir•e things
inspiration,
anonymous statement of one of the
The Re- an pianist, Gabrilovitech,
Odies;:a. Aug. 16.—A daring an- anti inserted them in his rein work
'Warrensburg. Mn., Aug. i6.—In a
delegates to the effect that the real speech here yesterday Gov. Joseph W. archist attack was made this morning either verbally or in subsoeice. sum- will make a tour of the Uneed.Statee
and' C.anada next winter.
purpose of the assembly is to "evade Folk said in part: "Wie are in the on the railway goods depot here. A marized or amplified"
policemen
four
and
inspector
police
awakmoral
questhis
beginning of the greatest
The answer written underthe law."
cashier wound- tion is "Yes."
This has moved one of the author- ening America bac. ever known. The were killed and the
next four years will be distinguished ed. A sum of sixteen thoneand rouThere are no comment- The enities of the commission to say &at if
as the time in which the reign of law- bles was taken from the office. Two tire question which 'has 'een under
Eugene Dries or some other person lessness and privilege ended and reign anarchists have been arrested. Both d ectission by Bibical s+ ''olars for
were to ca14 a meeting the ob- of equal rights .for all became fixed were wounded.
centuries, is conceded. V,'"hether this
means that Mose% simply vots inspired
simi- in national policies and the. conject
was
wh ch
of
The fact that RARE SURGICAL OPNRATION to write the Pentateuch or gather i!
science of mankind
lar treassia
the
statute
against
this awakening against wrongs has
as a compiler would is another queslihvs of the United States, the United conic when prosperity shows it does Bone of Dog's Leg Successfully In- tion that has arisen from the answeg.
serted in Boy's Shin.
Sates secret service and perhaps the not proceed from a spirit of disconAnswering another douht, the comailitary would disperse the assembles tent. but springs from the moral sense
Detroit. Mich., Aug. t6.—An opera- mission says that "with due regard
we are entering upon tion which has aroused the rinterest of being paid to the judisr•ent of the
Therefore the interstate commerce of the pent*
the best age the world has ever medical men all over the city was church . . .. it may be admitted that
corrunissioa in revenge has suddenly known.
some
performed in Hamer hospital recent- in the long course of the ages
-called upon the railroads to tell why
"The legislature of the state should ly by Dr. H. 0. Walker. , A portion modifications have been it .roduced inthey have not obeyed the law as to not be controlled by any special in- of the fibula. or lower sidecalf bone. to the Pentateuch*, such as additions
the equipment of their freight cars terests. whether corporations or li- of a boy of 12 was removed and fe- after the death of Mose . either inquor sellers. The latter seem to be placed by a young dog. The *OM serted by an inspired' aothor or atwith air brakes. The commission has
organizing th get men favoring them ed portion has joined the healthy sec- tached to the text as gin- ;es or interissued an order calling upon all rail- in the general assembly. It is time
tions of the boy's fibula and it it' now pretations; word* and f rms transOur showing of Summer
toads engaged in interstate commerce for the people to wake up and see growing as one piece.
lated from an ancient la•••ztiage to a
and Novelties is
Jewelry
who
to report to the commission, on or that men go to the legislature
Danny Buck it the son of a wealthy more recent language; and, finally, the
More extensive this season
will represent the people. Have the Langsing furniture man. The hely has faulty reading may be ascribed to erbefore September r 1906, the tota'
than ever. Your will be deconcerning
candidates speak out on these come- suffered from babyhood' from a ten- rors
ernanuenees
of
lighted with our display of
number of freight cars owned on t+ons. This state belongs to no interwhich it is lawful to ireestigate and
dency to tuberculosis.
Belt-pins and buckles. Hair
August I, 1906, together with the est. It beldngs to the people and
critiThe boy lost the use of one of hie cjudge according to tfse laws of -a
Ornaments, in combs and
e
slumber of such cars equipped with should be run by them."
legs and was taken to Harper hosniBarrettes, Silver Card Cases
"Wheth1n,
Answering the QtlfC#
tal. where Dr. H. 0. Walker, Dr.
arr brake*.
are
Purees.
We
and
HARDIN LODGE U. D.
Wfilliant Seymour. Dr. Frank S. Alli- er the Moriaic authentic - necessarily
The purpose of the present order
showing all of the
whole
son and other staff dbctors of the 'hos- postulate a reduction f the
:e to learn what progress has been New Masonic Lodge Instituted At
oital were called into consultntion. work Si the sense that i must be abHardin Yesterday Afternoon.
made in equipment since last October,
wrote with
They were satisfied that come form -of solutely held that Mire
Yesterday afternoon James E. Wil- rreeheosis or death of the bone had his own had or dictated to an amanwith a. view of complying with the
helm, past grand master of Kentucky, set in. The boy was taken to the op uensis all and everythie contained in
oe per cost order which went into
went to Hardin, in Marshall county crating room and a young dog it, or whether Nifi)ses r me-trived the
effect August 1.
and there„ as the proxy of the grand healthy in every nart. was also work under the indlulg Ice of divine
Masonic brought is. The child and the dog inspiration and Vben
master. instituted a new
otrusted the
Politics are warming up in old lodge to be known as Hardin Lodge, were given an anaesthetic at the writing of it to others.
The 'commission say: no °ate need
Kentucky and accusations are flying under dispeneafon.
same time.
diecovassembelieve
was
that Moses wrote the book
Masons
hone
child's
four
the
At
o'clock
the
While
thick and fast The republican party
the Hardin bank and the ered by the sharp instruments of th- with his own hand and finds that.
over
bled
was knonked ,,into 'Tinders several
teremonies .consumed an hour's time. 'surgeone the dog's right hindl leg was while Nfinees was inspired to write the
327 BROADWAY.
years ago, and the democrat c part& The officers of the new lodge are R. also opened. and while only the mid- book the task 'fell te others under
is now all ism of joint. Even the C. Copeland, master; J. 0. Rutter, dle necrosed portion of the boy's fib- hie direction.
The report is a long one and ie
machine haverenteein the ditch. In senior warden; L. C. Starks. secre- lila was carefully sawed away the fibula of the dog's leg wag, entirely re- signed by the secretaries of the comcommon parlance "There's sheol to tary; T. A. Miller. treasons-. H.
mission. Benedictine Father JanoRutter. senior deacon; H. V. Ken- moved.
pay, and an pitch hot." The time is
A portion exactly fitting into the sene and Father Fuleranue Vigetoeux.
nedy. junior deason; Dr. C. E. Clayapproaclthig when honest men will ton, senior steward; Dr. H.
I. remaining healthy portion of the both eminent -biblical scholars.
get hod of the party machinery. The Hughes, iunior steward and John boy's bone was tdiren from the fibula
of the animal. The piece was fitted CARLOAD OF DYNAMITE
people are refuting to get excited Jacob. Ty;er.
You cannot find a single tooth
the placce left by the removed
into
After the cereievoies a delightful
EXPLODES IN MEXICO.
over patios and are merely looking
brush 'in all our -stock which
fleet' rf
the
Then
bone.
of
portion
the
barbecued supper was served to
is not a !mei brumes.
on with the determination to rebrought around it as na- Several
Americans Believed to Be
siotors from Paducah. Benton and the leg was
lure had framed it before necrosis had
buke ate disimnest or fraudulent M urray.
Among Victims of the Accident.
in.
nominatim by voting- for the other
Last night the officers of the set
was finished by
operation
the
As
party. This thing of party regularity Masonic lodge at Benton went down
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 16—It is rethe surgeons the dog that had made it
every tooth knish we seell to
is a chestinit. The people are tired of to Hardin and conferred the master at all possible was allowed to die ported here that thirty or &ore Mexigive satisfaction. If one should
on a candidate from
degree
mason's
lining up behind a lot of scamps and
painlessly by continued doses of chlo- can laborers 'and' bystanders were
pass our examinaticin with
Benton. Mr. Wilhelm and Mr. Fred roform.
killed at Chihuahua. Mexico by the
notaineee
voting blindly for the
some flaw undetected we ask
Roth who accompanied him returned
boy's leg was bonnet in a plae- explosion of a carload of dynamite
The
you, as a personal favor, t•
'They deemed laza, and honest men to the city hist evening.
ter cast and it scents to be improvind ors the Mexican Central Railroad. The
bring it back and eieher let
at that, and the party desiring vicsteadily. There is no discharge from car was being transferred for the
U's give you a new one for it
ALA.,
BIRMINGHAM.
tory must not jeopardize its chances
the wound and there is every prospect iRobinson mint at Santa Euralla. Bodor return your money, whichSHUT OUT "SHOPS." of complete success in the operation ies and pieces of human flesh were
by suffering men to be nominated by
ever you prefer
will probably grow to picked up a mile distant. Wirerlowe
fraud or ether unfair means. There Late Bank Defalcation Causes Coun- Danny Bii-k
manhood with the bone of a dog.ae were ,broken in almost every house in
has been so muck rascality that the
cil to So Decide.
town and many walls yvere cracked
a part of his frame.
people are dispinsted with party
Several American foreman are reBirmingham, Ala.. Aug. 16.—Withported,
killed.
methods.
Explosion at Fireworks Plant.
emit a single dissenting vote, and in
discable
t6.—A
Aug.
York.
New
the presence of a large gallery of
DRUGGIST
COMB& WTTli SEPTEMBER.
Authority for the Statement.
Janeiro
spectators. the city council of Birm- patch to the Herald from Rio
--(Owensboro Inquirer.)
says:
isleirins lost night finally passed an
Taking a Vacation to
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
The Messenger makes no denial of
Baha i fireworks factory exploded Mr. Abbott Is
ordinance which will prohibit the opRecuperate.
any part of the Inquirer's editorial as eration tot any sort of brokerage yestesday and twenty-one men were
TELEPHONE 63.
to its position toward the Owens- house in the oity which tleals in fit- killed. Many others were wounded
Corroborative of a recent annoenceboro street rai way except to say; tures after Oct. I. The action is the
the Register ,the Naehyille
—The rocords of the year will twene in
e east of the Messenger owns result of the sentiment brought about
Banner of yesterday says:
railway."
no stock in the Paducah
by the defalcation ?n the First iNa- doubtless show a larger 1st of new
".Rhe local agency of the American
building erected in 1906 than any
The Inquirer hod its information tional Bank of Birmingham.
Express Company changed, yestereoy
direct, and not second hand. If the
preceding year. There is hardly a secand Mr. W. G. Boles, who Inus frostatement if untrue the Messenger
Men. were made to listen as well tion of the city, especially in the merly been chief route agent at Y.
' —DRNTIST—
editor is resitestalltle for it, u he as talk—Beaumont.
suburbe. Where one Of more new Louis, enceeeds Mk C. J. Abbot'
said less the* four months ago that
The laggard 'etiev relit the .our houses are not in course of construc- who heshadcharge of the office since
tion.
;lc Pward seat of Sim stock in that rase.---,Front the Wattralt
W•adsart IMIlias.
_
\it was established in December. Mr.

te
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1.De eadable

Artistic
and

BEAUTIFUL

NEW STYLE BRACELETS
_nem

J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER

4
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Good Tooth
Brushes

We Guarantee

I t
Will practice in all courts of KM
tucky.

FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
•
Rawls to, II and 12, Columbia Bids
PADUCAH, FY.

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Padisciallg
Room No. 3,
Kentacbs,
Columbia Bldg.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREO

LAWYERS
OF.FbefillS: Benton, Ky., rear bank)
Marshall County; Paducah, Km
Boons 114 Fraternity Building.
Old 'Phone 484
Mew 'Phone It*
J. E. HEN'DRICK,
r

Hendrick,
(lb• Marble
Practice in all the courts of tRO
state. Roth phones 31.
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Builds
Inc 9.3 1-2 Broadway.

11.1.Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
T ELEPHON ES:

—MEIN

DR. R. E. HEARNE'"
RROOKHILL BUILDING.

a

TELEPHONE NO. 4411-

n

_

J. RIVERS

Boa Atones 33s
Office hoar. 8to to a. rn., I I* I
p. nt. and 7 to 9 p. m
a

Or. Childress
EYE EAR, NOSE A ND
THROAT
Moe and Residence, Rowel 3 and 6
Columbia Building.
Rhone zo.st--Red.
•
01

Dr. Sidney Smith '
DENTIST.
Oifice over Globe Bank and True,
Co., 306 Broadway.

C. MANNINO SEARS, M. 0.

Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
D. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
(Office 304 Broadway—Phone I=
Residence, 8:9 Broadway.
Phone 149.

4

0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Buildiag.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 34p
KENTUCIM
Pietinve, Diplomas, Certificate%
Veneer end Oil Colors,
•
Mottos antt, &.1.1aulleen
Wanted right up to date in five miss
rites time at tise
/

PADHCAII MUSIC STORE,

B. T.Hall
Rel &vacs & River., ad
Rath Piewee ms.
ISO gaff, Ow aloft Ago

rob

esodasoss.

4

I5MOBT.
as NORTH FIFTH STREET

401/11ilt I

c•

Office alp

Residensie 296

I. •

•

•

LAWYZES.

A. S. DABNEY Dr.

eldielsoretirselasteggs°4°:'

J. 0. MILLZIII

WM. WARBLE.

J. N. Oehlschlaefer

•

Cecil Re

J. C. Flournoy

10

•

1•••

ANOTHER TIE

worth

sees. Firit game 02•119101161
1:30 p.m., so as to give the viiitors
time to catch their train for ,latiotts-

sEwERAG
kits
SYSTEM NO. 2

•
Chenault will pitch both games for
AMUR PLAYING TWELVE IN- the visitors and Piatt will also 'se
NINGS GAME CALLED ACworked for the Indians again in one
COUNT DARKNESS.
of the battles.
Vincennes' regular line-up will be in TH:E PLANS FOR ITS CONthia afternoon. Thep have been playSTRUCTION HAVE BEEN
Miakeg Twenty-Five Innings Played lug pitchers in the infield and outRECEIVED.
ffeld owing to accidents and sickness
With Vincennes and No Victeam.
on
their
Side.
Either
tory for
The Indians will have to go some
now.
The Council Boards May Meet JointHow They Stand.
Woa. Lost.
Clubs.
Vincennes
66
36
Cairo .
48
53
Jacksoaville
52
50
50
Paducah
49
Daaivil)e
59
44
ellattone
65
37

mmer..

Social3Notes
•ss .y

MI Be Tendered a Reception.
This evening at the residence of
Rev. and. Mrs. William Bourrosoin.,
which adjoins the German Evangelical Church on South Fifth street, Mrs.
Bourquin and Mrs. Harry L. Meyers
will tender a reception to Rev. aad
Mrs. Wolimen, of Springfield, Ohio,
who ore in the city to spend a week
visiting among their many friends.
The members of the German, Evangelical Church, of which Mr. VVIulfmon was formerly a pastor, are invited
to this reception as a body, and mortar
no doubt will be present to greet that
gentleman asd his esteemed wife.

'NMI MEM,

.00 to CHICO
AND RETURN, VIA THE

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

Grand Excursion, Tuesday August 21
Tiettetts good for
ging passage or

ly Today or Tonight to
Jacksonville 3, Mattoon 2.
Pct.
Consider Them.
jacksorivIWe, UI., Aug. 16.—Tho
.693
Leave Paducah
.52i score:
9:30 a. 112.
Leave 11,axiia
R. H E.
•5I0
9:53 a. in.
4
3
0
There
will
likely
be
a
joint
meetLeave Kevil
In Honor of Visitor.
505 Mattoon .
10:10
a. in.
3 7 5,,:k ing of the council boards this evenLeave La Center
-427 Jacksonville
10:21 a.
mg
if
Last
a
meeting
home,
is
Lotshaw;
their
Wednesday
today.
not
at
Leave Barlaw
held.
Batteries: Fox, Belt and
.363
10:30 a. in.
The plans for tbe additional or No. 2 1201 Jefferson atreet, Miss Catherine Arrive Chisage
McCarthy and Johnson.
8:3o p.m.
entersewerage
Winfree
Walter,
system
received
andbrother,
have been
Rain yesterday knocked the doublefrom Chicago, having been forwarded tained in honor- of
j. B. CheatReturning, Tickets will be good on all Regular Trains leaving
Rain at Cairo.
header off the Christmas tree, and it
Chiang*
by Mir. J. W. Alvord, who was em- pian, of Fayre, Pa., who is visiting to and including Wednesday, August 29th, expt Fast
Mail Train leaving
will be pulled off thio aftern000
Cairo, III., Aug. :6.—No game here;
Chicago 2:50 a. in.
, ploys& to draw therm and to consider relatives and friends in Paducah.
which will end the Vincennes series rain.
Under no circutestaaces will a longer limit be given an
The evening was spent in games of
these plans and meet Mr. Alvord, who
on the home grounds,
the retssa
is expected to be present, as this different kinds and pleasant conversa- portion of these Excursion Tickets,
A very fair crowd. was out. Owing
meeting of the two bodies of the tiort.
•
to the rain it kept away most of our
council
as a committee of the whole
There was a large crowd present
Further Particular
local fans, as no game was expected
J. T. DONOVAN, Ticket agent, Illinois Central Railroad
is to be held.
and everyone had a nice time.
to be pulled off.
Paduesk.
The council, in anticipation of early
Refreshments
sere,
were
•
Yesterday they fought for twelve
work on these additional sewers. have o'clock.
W. H. BRILL,
innings and neither side could put the
Div. Pass'r. Agent St. Louis, Mo.
already advertised for bide to do the
winning run over the home plate. In
A. H. HANSON,
work, and on the 25th instant these
Popular
Counle
--S. G. HATCH,
the second inning each side scorNI
..Passenger Traffic Manager, CHICAGO, ILL.
are to be opened and contracts
General Passenger Agt.
Wednesday
at
the
two runs. In the ninth this was reparhome
of
her
(Catttinued Front First Page.)
awarded. The desire of the board,
ents
at
Smithland, Ky., Miss Cora
peated, and in the tenth ,they scored
as oft expressed' by the mensbers, is
one run each; then the umpire called
M. Briand, the minister of public to begin work on the system' not Hurley was united in marriage to Mr.
C. D. Harmon, a prominent business
the game on account of darkness. worship, ia absent from Parie, but the
later than Sept. t. and this hope may
man of Paducah. The bride was one
This makes twenty-five innings these Temps today gathered flue views of be
realized unless the contractors
of the prettiest and most attractive
two teams have battled and neither several high officials who point out
throw obstacles in the way and reyoung ladies of Smithland.
side has been able to untie the score. that the encyclical is merely negative tard the work.
A leading member of
After today the happy married
These two teams are pretty much in form, condemning the cultural as- one of the boards,
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have
in discussing the couple
a full line of
will be at home to their many
on the equal line end put up a fine sociations provided by the law, but matter
yesterday, said that dirt would
friends in Paducah at 432 North
game of ball, and a week fay vecord- r•ving no real instructions relative ti fly in excavating
for the system at
Eighth street.
breaking crowd is expected to attend. the bishops' future course.
the time expected' or the boards would
The games. are promised' to be the
know why this is not the case.
Bishops May Be Free to Act
etc., various grades and various prices.
Entertained at Supper.
hottest contest ever played on local
The pope's intention is regarded in
There is a general clamor among
evening
On
Wednesday
a
party
of
ground. it being ladies' day also.
government circles as leaving the the people of that part of the city
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
yoieg friends were entertained at a
Perdue and Brahic were the hen bishops free to act in the way which which is to be
benefited by this indelightful supper at the park by;
artists in ehis great game, and the
to them seems best without excitng creased sewerage system for the proMieses Ola Destsett. Bertha Thompfeatures were the bitting of Brahic
civi1
improvement,
sooner
posed
the
between
and
conflict
the
a violent
son and. Hattie Thomas. of West
and Perdue. This was the greatest
and religious powers. The pope, they the work is done the better satisfied Broadway.
battle witnessed 'here, and Brahic
contend, by his repeated references they will doubtless be. It is clear
After ;upper the jolly crowd went
should have won out. but hi; support
rejection of the associations therefore, that the council cannot to the Casino. Those present were
was not the best and he could do lb the
harry
the
work
any
too
rapidly.
for by the law entertisned
Misses Alma Adams. Lucile and Lena
nothing but hold his own. The In- provided
the government
Dossett, Inez and Ruth Parker, BerBotk Phoses 201. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue
dians had several good chances to the afterthought that
UNWRITTEN
LAW
EDICT
negotiatha Tompson, 012 Doseett and Hattie
win this game. hut there were sev- might possibly by means of
POPULAR IN LOUISIANA Thomas:
Messrs. Aubur Milbur, John lamer: —
eral Ay halls dropped when it memit ions be induced to assent to the
which
associations
formation
of
Farr. Hugh Brown of Adairville, Koy.
a run for us.
while carrying out the spir't of the Jude. With Tears Streaming Down Robert Wilkins, Retry Sanderson and
Following is the score:
law would recognize the divine con-i
His Face. Frees a rtisoner.
Fred Gholson.
*VI WENN ES.
stitution of the church, the unchange, New
Orleans.
La.,
Aug.
16—The
ab r,bh Ito a e able rights of *the pontifr and the
Players.
Birthday Party.
6 13 oi• hierarchy's complete coot:eta of sacred belief of the people of the South in
Whitley. r. f.
Miss Laura Rams-man, daughter of
the
•
unwr
itt
en
Jaw
aw
was
ev
ence
d
here
Mitchell, s. a.
60 325 o ed;fices.
this afternoon when Peter litana'e's Mir. and Mrs. Fred Rassman of 2005
t'000to
Chenault, c. f.
However, this hypotheso. if true.
Yeiser street, entertained four of her
acquittal of the charge of murder of
5 o o 2 0 0 has not, according to the
Knob. c. f.
iofficial
young friends Wednesday evening in
Moran. I. f
6 1 3 2 1 0 view, any great chancg oyeliiation hisfaithless wife and the serious honor of her thirteenth birthday
shooting of her companion was
McClelland.
4 0 2 3 3 • such a project being ciiioadefed acDainty refreshments were served and
I 4 2 2 ceptable by the government, which greeted with such applause that the the evening pleaeantly spent.
Barbour. 3h
court officials had difficulty in re6 o "5 o
Donovan. th
regards the law as it exists as in6 rt 6 2 o capable of modification. Unless' there storing order. As the acquittal was DISTRICT LIGHT
Matteson. c.
announced tears were streaming down
Perdue. p
6 2 3 o 4 0 is
a marked change of viases_before the face of the
PLANTS URGED
judge, and immediateDecember
the 'aw goes into effect in
ly after the trial he hastened to shake
st 5 t6 36 to
Totals
Engineer McCullough Recommends
both sides will need to exercise the hands with the
man who had just
°Game called for darkness.
most extreme moderation, for other- been acquitted.
Municipal Ownership With SepThe state made no
PM)UCAH.
w se religious strife is inevitable.
effort to produce witnesses for the
erste Service.
a e
ab r bh
Players.
prosecution.
O
0
Taylor. c. f
TRIP
5 0 I 4
ABANDONS NORTH POLS
St— Louie. Mo. Aug. t6.—Lighting
2 1 o 4 4 I
Perry, s. s.
THESE POLICEMEN MUST
St. Louis by means of substations unQuigley. ab.
4 I i 2 5 T Owing to Lateness of Seaton BalloonCARRY CLOCKS ON BACKS der municipal ownership is a new
soli O 0
Cooper. 1. f.
ing Trip Is Postponed.
plan. embodied in a report by Elec20
3 1 0
Wetzel. 3h.
-New Jersey Town Chief Issues the trical Engineer J. F. McCullough. and
3 o i 13 1 0
Haas, lb.
London. Aug 16.—A dispatclf from
Order and Men Rebel.
read at a. meeting of the Southwestern
t.loyellgr. f.
4 1 2 o O 2 Christiania says private letters re5 g 1 11 O 1 ceived there from Spitsbergen state
New York, Aug. t6.—Poliemen Mercantile Association: held in Andes
Downing. C.
Jefferson avenue and
Brahie, p
— -0
• 4 1 3 0 5 • that owing to the latenees of the sea- patroling the street of Somerville, N. Hall. corner
evening.
—
son Walter Wellman. chief of the J., will hereafter wear large clocks Pestalossi street. last
The report was read by Otto F
Totals
This
.15 5 TT 16 17 5 Chicago Record-Het-alit arctic expe- hanging down their backs.
Korbe, secretary of the association,
of
project
the
abandoned
has
dit;on,
scheme
of
police
is
prosignal
service
Score by irmings:,
and will be acted upon at the next
pole thie year. jected by Chief of Police Brown.
1 2 3 4 3 6 7.8 01011 12 ballooning to the north
meeting of the- association, when its
similar
clock
A
will
be
placed
on
Vincennes .o o 20013002 1 00
import
will be thoroughly understood.
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 i.e WILL PUT IT UP TO JOHNS each beat and the policemen must rerad0Cati
In detail toe repiert recommends
pair to the clock box every half hour
R.H.E. Gamblers. It is Said, Will 'Open U‘ and wind and set their own clocks the establishmont of municipal elec311111.M1E-1•16
—0`111'16--.•
trict lighting stations in several dis'„.
. 3 16 2
Vincennea
by them, recording the action upon
Will
See
Do.
Whet
He
and
t'ricts to be mapped out and each plant
5 11 5
Paducah
a registry dial at the boxes.
to supply its own territory.
Summar:
The policemen threaten to resign
the
Nashville.
16.—Tihat
Tenn.,
AlltMr. McCullough does not think well
Earned rusn—Vincennes t, Paducampaign of C. D. Johns for sheriff rather than lgtt cocks about the of the idea oi one naunieipal plant for
cah I.
streets hanging from their shoulders the whole city. as he says it will cost
Two-base hits—Whitley, Matteson threw consternation into the reeks of
by a strap.
gambling
fraternity
the
cameo(
be
more to run it. in proportion, and ;n
Cooper. Brahic.
doubted. They have since the election
BANK CLOSED UP.
case o fa breakdown the whole city
Stolen bases—Perry. Ouigley 1.
wondering what will be the
would suffer.
Sacrifice hits—MoClelland a, Perry been busy
outcome when he takes up active Cashier Is Under Arrest on a SeriUnder his plan each station would
a. Haas Brahie.
only 'be responsible for its own disDouble plays—Fierbonr to MoiCtel- duties. Many have been the speculaous Charge
what course he would purtrict and the, cost per light would be
land to Barbour; McClelland to Don: tions as to
ganablino
sue.
etement is someThe
Parkersimirg, W. Va.. Aug. 16.—The about $68. He also recommends the
ovan: Barbour unassisted; Wetzel to
Qu'eley to liaa% to Downing; Perry what divided. Some hold that the Bank of Smiehville. Ritchie county corner lighting plan. and says it would
promise% he proposed to fulfill were
was closed Wednesday by a etate be a great help to visitors in the city,
to Quigley to Maas.
senne used as campaign arguments to
bank examiner, and Cashier George who usually have difficulq; in reading
Bases on halk—Off Perdue 4.
the populace. Others
Struck out—By Perdue 4. by Bra- gain favor with
C. Clammier 'a- under arrest charged street signs at night.
hold that he intends to carry out his
with falsifying the accounts of the
Sale 8.
promises to the Jotter, or so far as bank. The shortage is alleged to he MEMPHIS TRAM'S UNIONS
Ent by pitched Sall—Barbour, Tayhe is able to .and that he will'give the
4r, Quigley.
$30,000 Clarmner was arrested. on a AFFILIATX WITH DEMOCRATS
"knights of the green cloth" a warm warrant sworn out
by the directors.
Left Oa twaSel--Vitteellnet 12, Pawelcome ahen he gets the reins of
Memphis Tenn., Aug. i6.—Voting
He waived examination and was sent
ducah 5.
offio• well in"*Id.
to jail irr dlefault o fa bond of gam°. down the proposed plan to put out
'Time o fgalne-2 hours and 15 minAfter maturely thinking the matter The shortage is said to
utes.
be due to the a full ticket of their own, the trades
over', the sports, it is said, will open cashier permitting overdrafts in good- unions of Memphis have decided to
Umpire—Quills.
tip And atterrOtt to do business. In sized amounts.
affiliate with the Democratic party •
The New Veterinary Hospital.
Notes.
thisepay
.they'llty, they will be able
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary S urgetias and dentists. Special facil
Cairo, will he here tomorrow for
in the next legislatve contest and
fora gamest' wall the Indians. which to Ord out eractly where he stands. Cast 3,65o Ballots, But Deadlock have chosen two nominees to repre- lties have been provided for in constructing our sew hospital which enwill end the Kitty's life in our city. If he goes after them in earnest, it
Stands.
sent. W. H. Johnson and J. 0. ables us to treat all disease. af horses and dogs in die most modern
man•er. 1Vle have a clean, airy, sanitary and rp-te-date plasm and one
We had five errors and the Ol- can be taken for granted that their'
.Wjebster City. Iowa, Aug. 16—The Davis were selected as candidates for that es
complete in every detail.
io-rot only two; they got eixtecnt bits will to a Hard road to travel snd that Thirty-seventh
Connolly
j.
and
house
'ower
the
district senatojial conWe
invite
you to call and inspect our pace.
and we got erten, anti the score' thayftvill ge the worst of it. At any vention,
senaFloterial
for
endorsed
which reconvened in this city has been
rate,litie teas, it seems, will he made
Ofice and Hospital, 43, Soulfs'Third street.
Mends 5 and 5, yet to be taken.
voter
although
a
Connolly.
Mr.
tor.
today
for its fourth session, is still
entice phone, old, 13445; 11516 158; resitioneo
Give the bort a farewell blowout and then it will be up to Mr. Jones in a deadlock, t,
oeti ballots being cast an newspaper write, has held a card
show
his
band.
to
this afternoon. They have bees playtoday, making a total of 3,659 alto- in the Order of' Rialway Telegraphers
tic local fan being his whistle or a
gether.
The vote renvains unchanged. for a quarter •f a century
neneral 31erroo, ns'a too fled
born with him this afternoon. We
Chaise of this citk has seventeen votes,
from
Paris
to
Nersland
where
he
must take the two games; it means
$700.600
hasn't been enthitaiastically received, Peterson of Clarion fifteen and Ward REBUILD
ifreptitation for the Indians that wiq
'FRISCO
AT
of Eldora nineteen.
HOUSE
once
Feetreli
*livered
in
the
seeate
last a lifetime.
16.--Applilig.
A
Cpl.,
c().
Faiwi
,
San
an
elaborate speech on the feasibility
• Miller will do the twiding is ilte
Improving Water Plant.
of invading England.
cation for a building permit was filed
of these games that will land, to 'ner
Cnion City, Tenn., Aug. r6.—Con.- yesterday by the Merchants' Excredit.
The Rev. Alexander Cotruell, who tracts were kt last evening
wants to reconstrtie
AT LEAGUE PARK.
for $4,000 change, which
work like an iron mèt in
succeeds to Ian Maclagen's pulpit at impmvenvente on the' city
bedding at the corner of California
light and its
the game. He will pitch an tljings
Sefton • Park, Liverpool, has been water plant. which
cost of
embraces an en- and Leidersdorff streets at a
are going to he on eh* move- rim,
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. TICKES ON
pastor of _Regent Square Pregby- largootent
of thp building, and the in- -fine 000.
inert to..finish, as the visitor's.
-36T• tleittri Chiercla London, since 11103
•
stallation of a new (Tampion, and esMLR SMITH at NAGLE'S,
in. herd to take the bonnie from'
ife was born. in the Scotch Nigh. rifle
from rocky
gush
eassily
words
Oily
to" mils
,pm)
'
Ite
Bpradlin
have
the
Paillocah. This will be a 'comae •weiti fAnds just
fortrears ago.
sadgosren hearts.
ostattact kir the week or imilding.
•
&
11111111er
r
AiL. Vill;Wilan
BioetimAT.

SPECIAL TRAIN

IS A FRENCH
WAR AT HAND?

GOO

MORNING

Garden Hose, Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled.

4

Ed D.Hannan
Cyclone Insurdoce

it /

•

$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

Abram L Well & Co.,

Campbell Buildii,g.

ao

Both Phones369

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is I "Leader" for the dealer.

D. ti. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T! MILLER,Agent.

520 Broadway,

• 41

PADUCAH, KYi

W.

PADUCAII TS. VINCENNES
Double Mintier, Aug. 17.

kfther.will

•

1

•

1111.1•4
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AN UNTOLD STORY.
*IOW

ONE LIFE ENDED IN
MYSTERY.
BY I. M. 72:11.IDNLA1.

PRINOESS AS A HOUSENIPE

Like her mother before her, the
princess of Wiles is a first rate housekeeper, and though she is a very busy
woman socially there aro bet a few
management of her
things in a
household wt. h she does not leaderstand and MILLf
e persosally
supereatends.
The princess has no liking fee eating with idle Ilands, and she is never
without some s ,rt of needieweek. She
not only knits :he prince of Wades'
socks, but sees that he wears MeOnce, for lase ace, when the prises,
after a long do/'s sithotiag, returned
home tired and wet, the miaow was
having her tea and the sportsmen
were all quite ready for time's, bat—
careful wife that .he is—the princess
would not give hoe. husband aa until
he had changed his wet beets sad
stockings, and he. *mei Imolliag and
protesting, bad • do her bidelliag.
The princess • /n eamilmt mother,
prince are very
and both she alildhen shoeld be
anxious that th
brought up en the simplest lines possible. When they are at Tort oottage
they have their little ones with them a
great deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
used by the small princes. One day,
however, a visitor fell over•hoop belonging to Prince Edward, and now
the children have a special play room
of their own.

They warned him when he entered
the hospital that the operealba was
aercras, that there was but lktle
.0 of its success and that it nisei
_ done, so to say, at his ewe risk
slut he heard the strrgeons' verdlei
• ,.holit einching. eita without any
cnange of eepressioa. Thee he said,
curtly and decidedly, although hunt
ferentle, like a mem to whom life is a
matter of no consequence: "Very well
L ahead."
During the week he rested in the pri
:Net4
.oori rwf the '.‘feritel herare tht
a/AA:ration the doctors, and more paralcularty the nurses, found in him the
•element of the mysterious that begins
by piquing our curloolty and cads by
-fascinating it. He was in the prime of
life, evidently cultured, refined and
well-to-do; a Jew of the finest type,
oval featured, dark and strikingly
handsome— so much was apparent on
the surface of things. But all subtle
attempts to pierce beneath that surtace and learn more about him he
.thwarted with an Inscrutable :mile or
turned aside with a bored look, as it
his affairs were ot no importance to
Min and, therefore, could be of no
earthly interest to anybody else.
To Miss Marc,, tbc retty Canadian
nurse who cared for him, he seemed
the most remote, the most detached
person she had ever met in all her vaSENSE OF THE TURTLE.
ried professional experience. The more
she saw of him the more she wondered Reptile Posommes Bemarkable Inwhy it was that life made no appeal to
stinct for Finding Meethim and had no charms kw hint. Being Ground.
fore long her wonder lett her and
vague, inexplicable pity for him warpDuring the summer months. from
May to August, the big sea turtle
He had ao visitors and furthermore lay their eggs in the beach. They
be 'seemed to care about nose, for he come possibly hundreds of miles, and
-rejected in his polite but peremptory if undisturbed, will land within a few
way all Miss hiarey's efforts be enter- yards of the same place year after
tain him. He read nothing. not even year, says Forest and Stream. They
the newspapers, and lay perfestly
crawl up the beach in the night and
Ms big black eyes fastened on the bare make their neat in the mad just abeve
wall, the expression 3n his face fixed, high water mark.
I have watched
Immovable and unvarying, as It his them from behind a sa.ndialli, but a few
Mind were always eossidering the
feet away.
same thoughts and were held is bead.
They dig the hole with their bled
age by them like a prisoner in the four
flippers, and after covering it ever,
walls of his cell.
first filling it with eggs, they will go
The day after the operation, watch
a few feet sad maketanother place, I
proved unsuecessfnl, as the surgeons
always thought as a blind, for one
feared, his vitality ebbed kw. "Wm
looks just like the other. They lay
the night came. the interne beckoned
each month usually during 'the Mgt
Miss Marcy into the hail and said to
tides of that month, beginalag In May
her: "It is doubtful whether er not
August, from 90 to 1116
your patient can live until mornle& I and ending in
Mira
think you ought to teal hire se."
During the summer I fenad and
She reentered the room softly, Initbrought
Into camp 2,7545 eggs. 1 yet
ial a moment or two bad then, assieng
sure that gibe had herself firmly in some in the sand near our camp and
hand, started to break the mouratul In 27 days, the top eggs hatched, the
news to him as gently and indirectly rest In three days more. The little
as she could, but before she had fairly turtles would dig out, raise their litbegun he cut her short with a wave of tle heads and sniff the air a moment,
then start for the river, 106 yards
his hand and said: "I know."
"There may be somebody Wiled& you away. It was always a mystery to me
wish to have here," she suggested, how a turtle could find the same place
on the shore. When a short distance
overawed.
His face, pale now as death Italie out at sea it all looks alike—juat sandy
looked reflective and he gave no =- ridges, with scrub palmetto and emerge
OWN% Miss Marcy, thinking he had grams.
forgotten it, repeated her remark.
"No," he answered firmly.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
"Do you wish to dictate a letter to
anybody?" she asked.
Siberian City That Comes Near to
He hesitated a second, evidently ponBeing Worth a Few Days
dering, and then answered as bettors:
Sojourn.
She waited awhile, busying herself
In making him as comfortable as she
could under the forlorn cirennistancdt,
and then she inquired meekly, as if
afraid of a refusal in advance: "la
there anything you want dons."
"I would appreciate it," he said
eagerly in a flash of returned vitality:
•
you would brace me le against
<he pillows and let me smoke."
She attended to his request, placing
Sis box of black, thick cigars on the
table beside him. lie lit one and
stiffed away as coolly as if he had until all eternity to finish it his big
black eyes fastened piercingly on the
.aurse. In the semi-darkness of the
-room his cigar and his flashing black
ee-ec made I`.ree ylvId light—two of
them unnaturally bright
t. Now and then he laid aside his cigar
and moved his 11-,..s as if about to speak.
The nurst felt her heart beat quicker,
ha:owing if he smoke he would reveal
tbe mystery that enwrapped him and
disclose the secret that she dreaded
but none the lees longed to hear. But
he frowned, wrinkling his high forelead, and fell to smoking agate.
Miss Mary stuldenly became aware
that an awful battle was gving on in
the dying ;nabs :Assert, that some great,
overwhelming d,sire e0Mman4ed him
to epeak and that a pride equally masterful ordered bine to keep his lips
sealert. This battle and the dread drew/sneers amid watch It was being
fought awed her, touched her with a
sect:e of the terrible, almost of the
.oupernatui al.
threw away one half-smoked
ollgar to light arother and another, liftlag them away from hie lips as if to
b In his awine-is onnfceeion, but the
Struggle still continued, with the adVantage in favor of pride, end he utdared rot a word, not a syllable.
The night crept on and on as if It
'comprised all time, ad if hewers purvocal, delaying its end for this man
to speak. The Once uecame. unendurible, opl.resetre, terri'yiag, as if it
albeit break any moment, without
we -ning, Into a Peal that would shake
the foundation of the hospital.
His eyes hufned brighter and trig.
or, consuming the free of his life as
they burned; then suddenly, at the
ap,roach of the dawn, ey closed forever, his last cigar dropeed from hie
may h, an 'nee utahle smile flitted
-Or* os blz fece es If to prgelaim pride's
Victory. and he r: •sed away, taking his
diveret with hire Iesvt g his mystery
Belly MVe,
94 11..1.7
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She of Wales Knits Nuslimmra Boehm
and See J That Le Wears
PURAITING
Theit.

Tomsk, Siberia, is not such a dreadful place. A traveler writes of it:
"After leaving the governor we paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk In order to
complete our outlit. We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Caucasus, tea from China—only 400 miles
away, and brought by a sledge ot
droaky by the overland trade routes
first opened by Peter the Great—and
many kinds of goods from Germany,
such as kodaks, photographic material
and all kinds of up-to-data articles.
"We also paid a visit to a barber,
who amid compare favorably with One
of the first-class barbers in the west
end of London, and was quite as dear,
charging us a shilling for a shave and
a haircut I was in every way very favorably impressed by the town. With
a population of about 60,000, it is as
rich in churches and public buildings
as any English or American town with
five times the number of Inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university is
an Imposing building and contains two
faculties—those of medicine and law
This capital, in fact, takes the third
place in pitucational importance in the
empire."
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the sequoias,
thousands of years old, have been preserved to this day because of their
enormously thick bark. From time to
time, in the course of ages, forme,
fires have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, yet only
scorch;ng for a couple of inches' depth
or 90 the almost fireproof bark. The
flames having carboeized that much of
the Lark, could not penetrate farther,
for the carbonized portion formed as
absolutely fireproof covering for the
remainder of the interior bark.
Mark of Degeneracy.
Mitchett — Young McSeedey, who
went through the fortune his parents
left him, was arrested to-day for stealing a dollar.
Gams—What degeneracy! His father never thought of taking less than a
million.—Smart Set.
Back in Chicago.
Dearborn—And did you shake the
dust from your feet when you left New
York?
Wabash—Well, I don't know that I
shook it from my feet exactly, but I
know I got rid of all the dust I had, all
right—Tooker* Statesman.
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THE COLORS OF SYMilts

MUST HIVE DIMPLES.
Narevlous Warmth and

IIARD-PIRMSED

Depth Xalik
the Landscapes of That
Country.
-—
The crowning glory of a Syrian lanescape, however, is its brilliant coloring.
Before I left Amerlea It seemed to me
that the vivid tints of Tiasors pictures
must be exaggerated, but they fall short
of the reality,says the World To-day. Of
course, no artist can hope to reproduce
the marvelous warmth and depth of the
colors in an eastern landscape, or to
Imitate the vague, soft hues that are so
characteristic of the Syrian atmosphere;
but It would be almost as impossible for
tfm to find tints that were overbridtt or
to arrange them in an order too daring
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight is so brIllaant that it is easy
to read a guide book and, even on a
moonless night, and in the wilderness,
far from any city's are, the starlight
has been se bright that I could see the
second hand of my watch and scald find
quite a distinctshadow cast by Jupiter.
A moonlit scene at home gives only the
impression of light spots and dark
spots; evenythlag Fs black er while or
ray, but here in gyrla the ameal•gfrt
shows all the colors et the rain bew. The
green of the trees and grata, the rod of
the tile roofs, the bias at sea ilad saY,
nod the white of the distant remaellains
are softer and mere delloate, but hardly less dtstinot, ose Iron another, thee
be tie sunlight.
Pat the sunset colors are les best of
all, espeed ally whip. the issumMiss
game close tc.
, the sea. I beeitabree tampion Beirut with Naples; yet weighs,al
cigar dam here, the sweep at Ube torii
masa the same, and, imiebead at smalry
YeanvIns, there is the spleadW st
of
Lebanon, calsainattegii Jebel
almost twice as high as the Mikan
aeoentals, sad for half the year IMOOrsol
with dusting swim.
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Only Way of Extracting the Flavor- Man with Plugged Coin Was Not
ing Matter from the Bind
Foxy Enough to Make
WISMAR'S BEAUTY MI NOT 0034
Henry Jameson Satterfield is discove
of the Fruit.
It Work.
ered leaning over the liorary table gasPIPETS WITHOUT THIEL
ing intently at a phoiograph in his
A friend of the proprietor went Into
"This oil of lemon," said 'the spice
hand. He hears the sound of familiar
a
merchant, "is an exquisite thing. It is
cigar store the other day and stepped
Sibetre Ar• Establishments That Maim
feet. Hastily sliding the picture unband-pressed-pressed by hand out of to the slot telephone. Taking down
der a heap of papers, he turns to greet
•Specialty of Providing This
lemon rind. Smell it."
the receiver, he told the girl at the
the newcomer with a beautifully dons
Now Fashionable
The odor of the clear oil, Hays our central station what number he wantimitation of relief. (He speaks.)
Feature.
Informant, suggeited sunlit lemon ed. Then, says the Philadelphia In"Why,‘Isello, Tom, old man! Glad
groves miles in extent on a D101111tilin quirer, while she was ringing up that
•
W.are having an unprecedented call
you looked me ,,up-bored to death, you
side overlooking the blue gee.
number he called out to the proprietor
ter dimples." said the beauty maker
know, and all that. No, you didn't in"I'M tell you bow the oil of lemon if or the store:
A
ageording to the New York Sun. "There
terrupt me at all. I was just glancing
extracted," he said. "A man sits with
"Say, Bert, why isn't tuts a good
was a time when there was no demand
over the eveeing paper. Say, this is
NE420VI-a sponge in one hand and a piece of place to work off this plugged dime."
St all for diem, but now we are kept
a treat. Nobody sees anything of you
fresh
"It
is,"
lemon
said
peel
the
in
the
other.
proprietor.
H4
"Chuck
by supplying them.
since you west and got engaged. Don't
presses the peel against the sponge It in."
"Women flock into our establiehmeat
you ever take an evening off? Lucky
In
giving
a moment the girl said: "Ten
it finally a certain difficult and
demanding dimples, and each has her
she went away for the holidays or I
OLDdextrous twist, and this breaks the cents please."
owa particular style. To the casual obshouldn't see you now, I suppose. No,
cells
Down
in
the
went the plugged dime into I don't
rind, and the oil-there's
Never all dimples might seem alike, bet
blame you. o;elia is a lovely
only a half drop of it-comes relucts the slot.
Mere is really great variety le them.
girl-a regular prize-but we fellows
anUy
out
upon
"Too-oo-oot,"
the
sponge.
went the little horn in feel you've just about dropped
"Of all dimples that on the chin is the
us, and
"When the sponge has taken up the the machine.
Most noticeable s,nd beautiful. Ones
old friends, you know.
"Ten cents, please," said the girl
dribblings of about a hundred linden it
won a time It was the popular belief
"Oh, come off! I don't either know
Is wet enough to-be squeezed out. As Wain.
that dimples were born. Nowadays we
how it iii Just because you're in love
"I just put in a dime," he proteeted.
ounee or so of clear and fragrant oil
know that they are acquired.
is no reason for your fool insinuations
06 I
"I know," she answered, "but you'D
then flews from it.
"They are like French waves and false
-every one else is too! No, sir!
that
"There is no way to extract this oil have to put in another. That one was
teeth. You can have them if you want
A bachelor's life for n.el
within a lemon rind except by agrees. plugged."
them. To make a cleft chin is quite a
"Well, I can't help it if people do
"I thought probably It would be a
lag and twisting the rind by •hand. It
difficult feat.
takes the rinds of about 1,200 lemons good place to work off the plugged gossip. A MOM can't look at a girl
"You must cut into the flesh with a
dime," the propetetor laughed later. without every one's setting the wedto make one pound of oil.
sharp knife until you have severed a
"Did you, by the way, ever watch a "It was You worked It off all right." dies day, rat sure I's e paid no mote
muscle. When the chin heats there will
"But how the mischief die she know attention to Caroline than to a lot of
bartender hold a piece of lemon peel
h• a little dent or scar, and this makes
It
was enggete" asked the friend The others. Well, howl if you enjoy it;
over a cocktail, and give the peel a
the dimple.
still, I don't see anything to laugh
sudden, quick twist? Well, he was born tooted all right."
"A woman once came to me in great
about myself. blies a mighty fine girl,
"Yee,"
then
layering
said
the
Alarms. She had aft with as accident
cocktail with oil of
the proprietor, "but
though,
don't you think? So different
lemon, though the quantity he extract she's a pretty smart girl. Sae knows
which had inflicted a jagged cut 1,1 her
from most of the otheoi-seems to uned was so mall as to be quite invisi -especially when you hold the resolves
ehln.
Is your hand sad tell somebody yoit derstand a fellow and all that and to
tele.
"')7 good looks are ruined for life,'
have a little sense. Why, that girl"Imagine doing that bartender twist are going to put in a plugged cola,"
she gasped, as sbe sank into a °hale
"Now, see here, 'Porn. Can't a man
until you had collested a quart or so et
"I bound up her chin and assured her
speak admiringly of a girl without your
that she would be all right in a:ew clays.
this rare oil."
MONKEY AND THE LADY. grinning that way? There's nothing
"'You will be even better looking than
in it, I tell you. I've thought the matbefore. I said to her.
SCENTED LUBRICATING OIL Nemainine Fashionable Has a Now ter over long
ago and you doa't catch
"She smiled faihtly and went away.
Whim Which Rakes Her
me rumeng
y neck into any matriUsed for the Bearings of the DeliTwo weeks later she returned. The
Couspirsous.
mocial noose. Why, I've been attractwound had healed and In Its place there
oats Drills Employed by
The monkey is being adopted as a ed by lots of girls and I always outwas a very becoming sear, which took
Dentists.
get
by some women in these days. grew it What if I'd married one of
the form of a dimple.
RUSSIAN PARtSH PINT.
"No, we don't perfume axle grease, This feeble. is exhibited to the wined 'em Wore I came out of my trance?
"'I am deligioel,' said she, for I anis
_
•
thousand times better looking than I New Be Is llteramled by Peasames ass' do we scent the oil used on tbe bemuse It is the thing be do to take What's that? IA/erect from the pressufferii.g
was before.'
loeuveals of freight oars" said the'deal the reonistoy out drletng with you, if eta serious attack? I am not
Over Whom We Wields
from any attack, I tell you.
"It Is the style now to have a dimpled.
se,
you
there
"bat
is
one
own
lubricating
oil
one,
says
the
New York Sun.
Power.
C
"Yes, I had Christmas dinner at
sincere, beseeching look; and It is else
that we do scent, and that is the fine
"I take my monkey out driving, just
Caroline's.
She knew my folks were
fashion to look rather grave instead of
oil used on dentists' delis.
as I would a pet dog," explained a pio"Oar priest," says the young
t to 3oo horse power. Best, cheapall away and T. thought it mighty nice
arch. This gives the beauty makers a peasant, who, throrigla the
"Suoh
drills,
trey
neer
little
In
drills
the;
of
beaufield.
of
est and mast economical.
mo.hthem
her
ask
was
of
to
It
me.
sturt to perform in tb• dimple line.hut Emmet Peokr,
Her friends did not believe her until
veryloody's, damellbes tate workmanship, are made nowaSpecial attention to electric lighter's invitation, of course. I knew you'd
sip to date there have bees many Imo- "The Night That Made Me
a nosols- days for use In every possible position. the other day, when one of them came say that-it's nothing of the sort. Her ing plants.
seems nnd no maturities reported.
ttonist," "had been the priest to ear There are drills th-t protect free] the forward to corroborate her.
mother is a lovely woman and hasn't
"In l'aris thee are making dimple, by grandfather. MI el an saltine,
"I saw her," said this wastrel. "I
sad shaft at a right angle, this being made
electricity
Tay take an electric In- even our mother 40 years beim,. had posstble by the daintiest little bevel was on a skis street, standing at the au idea of angling for anyone, especially for me. I think it's a pretty
Pacrucats, K.T.
strument and press it Into the flesh been baptized by hiss. He was a tall, gearing you ever saw, within the drill surb about to trues the street, when
I state of affairs when people can't ask
witbout however. breaking the alga. thin, hard-eyed old saes, is a
head.
.
Others
are
found
set
at
an
obtuse
my
eyes
•
axed
upon the almost
Met
Theo they turn on the current.
gown; be had a long beard sad sat belts angle, and others, again, are set at an human eyes of a monkey walking on a fellow to dinner out of simple kindness of heart without being suspected
"There is a mild shock. They re. of gray hair down ever his abeeseders; *elite angle.
the top of the closed doors of• passof deep-laid plans. And what do you
peat this again and &pain. always mak• his bony fan was eiways liggst and
"With one or another of these earl. ing hansom.
think? Caroline had made the mince
leg the dent deeper, until after a time stern: his eyes were dull; his Ogg votes sus drills you can drill out • bole in
"Back of the monitey she sat looking
AND
pies and the salad herself. I never
the flesh has formed a habit.. There is was slow and never had • ghel aseind any tooth in any direction, up or down as pretty as a picture and
evidently tasted anything like them. I tell you 1
a dimple In the chin.
In it. He had no Meads, but jnet sleds or from ttui front or the back or the muck pleased with the attention that
like to leo a girl take an interest in
"This is only useful for the chin, and aloof the mountain reads also.;
mad side, but of emus* the little drills her pet was drawing to himself, not to things &boot the bowie and it is ab
/ it would hardly work is the case of the us children, and even the cold psegle, wouldn't run smoothly or nicely with- mention herself.
the more oredkable when she doesn't,
cheek. which is toe hard to be treated in were afraid of him.
out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
"He was not one bit the barrel-organ
DIRECT LINE TO
servthis way.
"Once, when I was very smut I was to put ash oil in a patient's mouth, type of monkey, but a dainty monkey have to. Most girls with three
ants at hems wouldn't be caught dead
"Where cheek dimples are desired driving a goat, with my little aisles- en already suffering enough.
wing:keg no ether coat than his own
Probablythe kitchen. Caroline says she likes
the re is a more complicated process. We his beck. The old goat eras es seism*
"So here is where scented hibrisat- natural fur, the solor of a fawn with a ta
to cook and fess around. She gets so
begin by replacing lost teeth.
that some rich. tot sieraketabs drtalag Int oil ta used, on dentists' drills-en skean of satin
pink ar.1 her hair always roughs up
•
"After you have elarnporl out the fate by stopped and laughed. The pedset was the solid part, webin tne casing
"A silver collar set with turquoise
that
and curls mound her ears when she
you, will discover that there are dimples with them. When they laughed be,too, constitutes the hanale,
attached to the circled the little creature's neck. A
gets intimate -4d and excited, so I'll bet
In the cheeks. Make your cheeks plump tried to smile ktreity at vs. lhat was wad of the flexible shaft
and on the silver chain attached the collar to the
she looks great in the kitchen. She-mid somehow there will appear the the only time I ever saw him trim, god dainty gearing at the head
of the drill mistress' hand. She, by the way, car"Oh, cut it out, Tom. I'm simply
magic twinkling spots.
the smile was just•grin, with an life Itself-fine oil that is scented with ried oat the silver and pale blue
color telling you ahout my Christmas dinner.
"There should be dimples on the hands In it. Thee* woe ea old story that Ile twit a touch of attar of roses.
toes. to Asheville, Hendersonville.
scheme charmingly in her own attire." I am not laving over Caroline. Not
as well as on the face. To be allurtsg
wife had not bees allsaid aid had
Brevarel,
Lake Toxaway. Hot Springs
that a fellow would find it hard to rave
hands must lie Idly on your lap They tossed him, but eyes she get wean out
many
other resorts in the "Leta
and
DOG'S NAME IN DIRECTORY
don't
only
I
WORLD'S WETTEST PLACE. about_ her if be wanted to,
must be white and fat. and there must and ran away. He sever opened his
foolishness. Been of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire'
of
sort
ttat
for
ir
go
be a row of dimples •Onnirette kr uckles mouth except for Wm thIngs.
tAev Utica List Contains Oae with Occu- Where the Average Annual Rainfall
-They look more youthful If there are he spoke to God. illanteog prarers
to any shows lately? I haven't. I'm country of Western North Carolina.
pation Given as That if
ant
Is Nearly Tlairty-Seven
musical-comedy offering a high altitude, bracing
those
otitgrowing
no rings at all. Rings somehow make masses •r else be spoke to the peesaate
Watchman,
per- cl.mate, picturesque moirritein scenery
Feet.
thing'. They are so tiresome.
the bands look old They are like finery growling: 'Pay. pay.'"
sou gets no TOOG out of them, Caroline and splendid hotels.
and elaborate dress. They add to one's
"Robert Ratlerro. watchmen, We.
The wettest place in the world, ae sees. She likes a play that gives you
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
Si,.
West street," Is the way It read in the larding
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
to the Russian Meteorological something to think about-problem the Sky" booklet and other hand"To be pretty you must have nlee
Utica city directory, and the woman Journal, as abstracted
in the Revue plays, the calls them.
teeth. They must be white and even tn the Orient Wearene of T:°beers Is who responded
somely illustrated literature.
to the bell sail told Scientillque. is Cherrapunji, in the Inand there must be no gold theta*. Tiler
"Say but she has lathing! You ought
the man at the door that "Bob" was he dian province of Assam.
the Excoptios Instead et
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
From 139f to have heard the has of talk she put
you must have a pair of very red iipo
says the Philadelphia Public Lodger.
the Bruin.
to 190Z the average annual rainfall was out about the last one we saw. She Lexington, Ky.
"White lips mean a pour circu:ation
"I'd, like to wee him," remarked the 11.223 meters (nearly 27
feet).
and narrow lips mean a bad disposition
t ok a diffeient view of it from the
If there Is one thee( presumably(me sailer, for he was in search of a wateb;
C. N. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass,
Next came the environs of Bombay Gee I took. l like to get her arguing,
and a habit of compressing the mouth
taln on th:s earth, la tneopinlea of seat man for his establishment
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
with 6.83 meters annually. But I' to- she rrows ao excited! She always
You must have a fine, smooth skin.
of as, It is that skirts are emotes iy
"Here Bob! here Bob!" sailed the should be noted that at the elision
o. has 83;11.341ln interesting to say.
which can be obtained by treating the
feminine, and that the special leee.ie woman, and a lively bull terrier rushed Debundarha, in Kamerun.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gen!. Pass.,
10.454 meskin every night with a good skin food,
"What's that? Eee here, Tom, how
of masculine attire Is a blfureated gar- Into the hall
Agent, St. Louis, Mo,
ters (34 feet) of rain fell annually,
and you must hate a pair of clear, soft
sent. Nut nothing Is further from the
And then the woman laughed, for chiefly in summer. The wettest year many times must I tell you that you
OJOS.
"
- -11111e
are on the wrong track? I don't see
truth, allinns the Buifelo Commercial, the Robert Badger° in the directory in Cherrapunji
was 14.789 meters (41
"The eyebrows einst be nice, If
le which proceeds to prove what it amers. was none other than "Bob," the maw
how anybody could say I was in love.
feet) in 1851, and in Debundsoha 14.12:
to be good looking. and .to mike them
I'm far too eeinfortably situated in
To this day the Majority of the male elm cot of the Utica a Mohawk Valley Rail- meters
(46 feet) in 1902. In the latter
beautiful one must treat them every
these bachelor quarters to think of
moat of the human race, so far as it way company, who had been listed In place
there fell in the one day of JUPI
night with an eyr ',row grower. The wears clothes
getting married. I'll leave that to you
at all. is skirted. The man the directory as a "watchman" because
16. 1902. 456 millimeters (over one and
lepanetie briee very tore eyebrows, but
and other foolish' young men. It
or woman who goes east will see skirted that's just what he was. •
a half feet) of water-more than the
the/ devote a great isal of erne to them. men everywhere -Arabs.
Caslinteres,
Bob is probably the only leg on ree whole annual average in the Yodeler, wollit tries an extraordinary girl to
"The face phoula be allebtfr oval Pusjahe Burman!, Chinese.
make me change my mind.
Japarivett, ord who has his name in a city direo
twain.
Shaped. semething like an rag. with the Voila>. to tricotion only
a few. "a be tory. He is the property of Milford
"Oh. so Celia has a new photograph
The neighborhood of warm seas and
small pert of the sae at the chin. Look trousers of the western world.
femme Badger., private secretary of General
of Ca:oiine, has she? I must ask her
mountains
high
la
the
principal cause
at yewr face and see If It Is•Fr shaped. they seem to the uatraveled eye as
tee! Manager Allen, of the street railway
around. No-o-o, I haven't
of these extraordinary presipitations io pass them
"If It Is roime yen must reduce it a and unalterable as the
Pyrami rie. are but He is known by an employes of
the It may be expected that the extensici any picture of Caroline-she's not the
little. If It is squer• yeti mak massage a psssIngt fashion in
the history at rorie Ilse, and Is always a welcome passen
sort of girl to band out her photoog the lines of the chtn to take away attire." says
of meteorological
observation wi!'
a writer In the Boston ger, who need pay no tare.
all the men she knows. I
show other zones of rainfall more in- graphs to
square lines. !f it is long and nar- Transcript. The taaihhene
of the mutt
don't care much about collecting girl's
•short time ago. Bob went to Rome tense than has been hitherto
row you must plump it out.
believed pictures, anyhow-that belongs to colendure, while those of the west are ever with the company's
claim agent and az in Java and Sumatra.
a And don't forget that you mast
hate changing. That is true. Yet the blftsr. became strayed there. When
lege days. Veduldn't know what to do
the claim
dimples, for dimples are the style tele cated garment-the forked
radish style agent reached home Bob was there
with n photograph if I had it-just
. 7.11L-antl roll rennet be a pretty weenaii -commends Itself to the progressive
Hoot of the trench Motor., •
2e:tiers up the piece.
He
had
taken
earlier
an
trolley.
without them."
One generally thinks of the Freedt
Japanese of to-day. Men who do things
"Look Out there! You've knocked
Language as being more musical that
C ,
In war, athletics and business In these
The Chauffeuse.
that heap of peps. Never misd
over
Tips In Department Store,.
our harsher northern tongue. But Uri
days cannot wear skirts, blankets or
He lay prostrate In the dust.
-oh-"
The tli ping evil is growing in New klmoaas. Wles the western mete
rnotorohoot in French is a far mor.
"Alas!" he cried. "you have brakes
(He makes a frantic grab for the
York, deliplte the discussion aroused by reaps to ttu.tl11
ear-splitting affair than it is in Eng
f dews°10 awakes% mg heart!"
photogrsph at an attractive young
the new law aimed at purchasing agents they may 4is41
To
'Ws
begin
-with, it Is more otter
sera and revert to
Her dark eyes, wild with fright,
has picked up from
The latest class to demand tips are
serrti than a hoot, and all oyes wow in which Tom
clerks the ancient oriental whales.
questioned mutely the ambulance stir
under the pile of fallen newspapers
Is department stereo. According to
heers
the
France
one
ex
long,
now
ah
re0111.
and is smilingly holding out to him.)
experiernhad shopper, the woman who
All Navies Growing Larger.
"No," he said; "it's only two ribs cntclatine walls that are generally as
We handle all the finest and daint"How extraordinary! How the deuce
does not recognize and satisfy the Itch%iodated with ships-or with souls is
About half • eentury ago Illagiond and the left shoulder blade."
Caroline'shp
l
v
o
;
i
a
e
of
bold
got
have
I
could
articles with the utmost oars,
ing palm of the girl. who waits on her
est
torment.
And when, as in some intook notion of ODO fleet only, the
With an exelamstion of relief the
must
hire and not know it?
will obtain poor service in some etre....
stances,
a
railway
whistle
Is
make repairs that are abeekately
sad
substiVerso ch. Now thispe have ottitagrd chauffeuse, or lady automobilist, pulled
given it to tie and I'd frgotten R.
.Akin to this is he store "graft"on
whIck Japan has revealed her Naval power: the lever and sped on.-Phlladelphts tuted, and the automobile rushes
satifactory.
hut you
many- clerks figure as a regular addition
shrieking over the country-side like as Must you be goins? I'm
Italy has a fairly geed awry! Wilhelm Bulletin.
Mopped in and I've enjoyed hearing
to their Income. This Is the ehange
express
train,
the
English
tourist
ells
lett
rules over Germany and hen as.
alfrez from pAchases at odd prices,
covers very emphatically that he doe. all about your plans and Celia's. Drop
suck flounced thnt the country's Mbar. wedHaunting Fear.
as $1.48, 1,67. etc.
In spy time you want to unburden your
Usually
It
!are
oily
moist
he
"Yee,
sought for ors the seers;
there is one cloud on my to not like the motor-horn with a Frenes
•
old man-here's your hat. Goodsoul,
amounts to two or three cents, but
accent.
very the United btates wish to have se
many persona give the seller $1.60
night
or rivals on the ocean sad Russia le to
"What is that?"
$1.75, and go away without waiting
"Now, what In thunder was he grinNever.
for anteing to rebuild her lest..
"I do so fear that when I have
the change. This often amounts
about? These chaps that think
ning
Him-.Do
you think women should
to a
worked so hard to make a name to go
considerable sum in the course
they've a joke on a fellow make md
the
have
privilege
proposing?
of
of a day.
down
to posterity they may go and
Fat, Meaty Part.
PHONE yas-a.
Sometimes It eves amounts to
tired. Where did ite put that picture
Her-Emphatically not
"whitip "Hunt!" cried the Milt AI man, put me la a tall of fame."-Baltimore
money." as silver fe sailed,
here
Oh,
Carellne?
it
I
is!
never
of
"Why not?"
and adds smoothing the near sealskin cult of
hit interims
materially to the day's takings.
"And give men the privilege of re law eyes like hers1"-Chicago Daily
overcoat. "I have a part that suite me
News.
Never."-Cleveland Leader,
gulag?
Not Worried.
perfectly as last."
rase
the
"They
say
is
Christmas Cards.
growing
smalb
What is It?" asked the esseed
Helpless.
Rattier Indefinite.
•Ithottgh the first Christmas eard heavy
er every year," observed the scientist,
"I hear you lest your job."
Tiles-You ought to see the horse I
was made in 134, very few were
gravely.
"It
is
the
Said at
part if a mime*, sad is
seat
"I *idea."
till the year 11142. Than the
-mat demia't eat any ligteil
;
i p'sbased hurt week. He can pass anyhushien she Poem/ set I have to seek and eat
the
ea
roao.
working."
came ta of sending Garde the sine
"But
you're
sot
List
Dasytyan.
tray's Buffet,
chirped
"Nswadays
a
of a weir if real btfetwbeat cakes and
(Mee-41o? (Nine in the same di"No. But I didn't lot my job. The
ams% red by the ifs, of his postsi
'WW1..410.0$
Primer Howe Bar,
C simply vtlit 1111111111.10.411. Losik-a101•4A
mmasiiii.
wire,
mittiost-431goag•
boss. took it away from me before my
P"--lietrote Tree MAL '
pb!_v_Fiim "A
L A. Lagosiarabia.
figislisia".
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Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes

HARRY E. WALLACE,
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
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CHATTANOOGA,ATCANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA.
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J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway..
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TWIN BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE

D FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
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We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
loth Phones 26.

You Can Have Two
Vacations instead
of One if you take
a KODAK
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POPULAR WANTS.

RIVER RIPPLING&
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438 South Second

.Special Ten Day's Sale
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Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finials

EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
.We are offering a ao year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement, for 111-45.
$7.50
A Seth Thomas lfra.00 Mantel Clock for
$343
Roger's 1147 Knives and Forks, a act,
.73
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set,
Is.so
Genuine Moyers' Tablospooaa, a set
Oar entire use of Cut Glass at 30 per omit of of regular price.
Cur Head Painted China, fuse as any lie, in the city, at so per cent
off regular price—you must see this line to estimate fully the bargians we
aro offering.
A special reenetioa on every article in our store for ro days only—.
saricily for oasis—
*sr repair. must give you sada faction,
IlliFes Mead first.
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Eye-See Jewelry Co.
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Subscribe For The Register

Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

CLARK'S
Specials

We have on hand
For Sale:

Thursday Friday Saturday
18th
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16th

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
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TRADEWATER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.

LUMP 12 CENT$ NUT 11 CENTS ter.

Let us call and book your order for next win

West Kentucky Coal Co.
"=!

Office Second and Ohio.

IsomponsIell.

41111

Both Telephones 254.

